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ABSTRACT
In the past decade many major U.S. airports have encountered extensive
opposition to plans for future growth and expansion from environmentalists
and community groups who cite the noise and air pollution created and the
use of increasingly scarce land resources. In an effort to counterbalance
these criticisms and highlight the regional benefits the airport provides,
several airport authorities have completed economic impact studies which
attempt to define the airport's role in the regional economy.
In reviewing the airport economic impact studies which have been completed
in the past twenty years, it is obvious that a wide range of methodologies
have been developed to accomplish the common task of estimating the different
elements of airport economic impact. This thesis provides an overview and
critical evaluation of the techniques used in past studies to define what
is the airport economic impact and how is the impact estimated in the absence
of primary data. Three major economic impact categories, primary, direct and
induced, provide the framework for analysis. An economic impact case study
of Boston's Logan International Airport is presented to provide insight into
problems common to all airport economic impact studies and the solutions to
these problems in a soecific situation. The need for and direction of future
research to clarify and define the quantification of the airport/community
economic relationships is also recognized and discussed.
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1.0 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1. 1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Airport systems and the regions they serve have a strong interactive
relationship. The air transport services provided at an airport are an
integral component in the economic makeup of a community, while the
needs of the commu'nity for these services provides the raison d'etre for
the airport. At the heart of this relationship is a strong economic bond in
which the airport supplies economic benefits to the region. Primari!y,. the
transportation services offered at an airport, namely the movement of
passengers and freight, fulfill the needs of and provides an economic
stimulus to the region. Directly, the airport is a source of employment
and payroll both at the airport itself and within the community. Further-
more, the production of services at the airport requires expenditure for
local goods and services which stimulates regional economic activity.
Finally, because the airport system generates first round economic activ-
ity, secondary and tertiary economic activity is in-duced through a
multiplier or ripple effect.
Thus, the economic relationship of an airport and the regional economy is
defined within the broad framework of primary, direct and induced cate-
gories. It then follows from this assumption that the economic benefit
Chapter 1 Introduction
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which accrues to the region because of the existence of the airport is also
defined by this framework. The issue at hand is to determine a set of
methodologies which accurately and objectively quantify these economic
benefits along the lines of the categories described above.
1.2 SCOPE OF OBJE CTIVES
This thesis has three main objectives:
1. A comprehensive review and critical analysis of a selected group of
airport economic impact studies. The study selection process is
described in Section 1.4
2. Presentation of the research approach and results of the author's
economic impact case study of Boston's Logan International Airport.
3. A discussion of theoretical and practical issues which warrant further
study.
Chapter 1 Introduction
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1.3 DEFINITION AND RELATIONSHIP OF ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORIES
The term economic impact as used in this study refers to the economic
benefits which accrue to a study region due to the presence of and activ-
ity at an airport. Two terms in this definition require further clarifica-
tion - economic benefits and study region.
Economic benefits is a phrase used to describe the sum total of regional
economic activity which can be attributed to an airport's existence. This
economic activity is tangible in that it represents employment, payroll and
local expenditures for goods and services. Other economic benefits are
intangible such as a firm's decision to locate in.an airport service region
in order to utilize the airport's transportation services. This study main-
ly deals with those economic benefits which can be objectively measured.
The estimation of non-quantifiable items is discussed in Chapter 5.
The second term for clarification is the study region. It is important to
define the study region because in all likelihood it will not cover the same
area as the airport service region. The airport service region can be
described as that area surrounding the airport from which the study air-
port's passengers and freight have their ground origin and destination.
For example, Boston's Logan International Airport service region covers
parts of the states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
Vermont, and Maine. On the other hand, the study region, as used here,
Chapter 1 Introduction
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describes that area surrounding an airport to which flow the vast majority
of the economic benefits of the airport. Using the Boston example again,
the study region is comprised only of the city of Boston and it's suburbs.
In the studies which are reviewed in this paper the study region is usual-
ly defined by a combination of the greater metropolitan area the airport
serves and the geographical distribution of airport employees. It is
essential to realize that the study region captures most but not all of an
airport's economic benefits and that it is generally a much smaller
geographic area than the airport service region.
The economic impact is delineated by the framework of primary, direct
and induced categories as outlined in Section 1.1. Brief definitions of
each category follow.
Primary The monetary value of the local economic activity stimulated by
the useage of airport services. Business firms and individuals
which use the services of an airport do so because the airport
provides an economic advantage in terms of time or convenience
over other transportation modes. In addition, regional travel
and tourism is generated because of the availability of air pas-
.senger services. Therefore, the economic activity associated
with the use of the airport is considered the primary contrib-
ution to the region.
Direct the monetary value of the local economic activity generated by
servicing passenger traffic, cargo shipment and general avi-
Chapter 1 Introduction
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ation at the study airport. This category describes the impact
resulting from the production of airport services and like the
primary category represents first round economic activity.
Induced the monefary value of the local economic activity generated by
the respending of the first round impact monies. In essence,
the dollars of primary and direct spending are recycled to cre-
ate subsequent rounds of local economic activity. The process
of respending is not infinite however due to a leakage effect
which will be described more fully in Chapter 4.
The delineation of these categories and the order in which they are listed
are significant. The primary category is so named because it represents
the economic benefits associated with the primary function of an airport,
which is to provide passenger and cargo services. Because the primary
economic impact involves the use of the fundamental services of an
airport, it is listed first in the hierarchy of impact categories. Direct
impact is so named because it describes the direct economic contribution
of the airport's operational activities. The useage of airport services
represented in the primary impact category provides a purpose for the
direct airport operational activity and so the direct impact category is
listed second. The induced economic impact is placed last in the hierar-
chy because it describes the additional economic stimulation resulting from
the activity in the first two impact categories.
Chapter 1 Introduction 5
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1.4 ANALYSIS APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION
This thesis is organized within the framework of the three major impact
categories outlined in Section 1.3. Chapter 2 deals with the primary eco-
nomic impact of the airport on the regional economy. Chapter 3 covers
the direct impact and Chapter 4 the induced impact.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are organized along the same general guidelines.
First, a detailed definition of the impact category is presented. The
major impact category is then subdivided into the individual elements
which comprise that category. For example, in Chapter 2 - PRIMARY
ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY, air cargo represents an element of the
primary impact category.
Each element of a major impact category is defined and critically analyzed
with regards to the methodology used in other research studies. The
alternative methodologies are critiqued for their theoretical validity and
the practical merits and pitfalls of their approach. For each applicable
element in a general impact category, the research approach and results
of the Boston case study are presented. Primary data collection tech-
niques and readily available sources of secondary information are then
discussed in the context of the Boston case study.
Chapter 5 discusses suggestions for additional research to further define
the meaning of and refine the techniques for estimating the economic
Chapter 1 Introduction
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impact of the airport on the regional economy. Practical problems and
theoretical issues are explored to provide a starting point for further
study.
1.5 ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY SELECTION PROCESS
Four studies were chosen for review and critical analysis.1
1. The Economic Relationship of Air Transportation to the Economy of
the New Jersey-New York Metropolitan Area, CEIR, 1960.
2. The Economic Impact of Los Angeles international Airport on it's Mar-
ket Area, Waldo and Edwards, 1976.
3. Airport Noise Control and Land Use Compatibility Study for Greater
Pittsburgh International Airport, Working Paper No. 2, Economic
Impact Study, Landrum and Brown, 1981.
4. Community Economic Impact of Los Angeles International Airport,
Economics Research Associates, 1980.
See the Bibliography for full author and title listings.
Cha-pter 1 !ntroduction
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These four studies were chosen because they represent a time span of
twenty one years and a wide range of methodologies. These research
works are also the four best examples available of uniquely different
approaches to the study problem. 2 The other studies which were included
in the literature search but not in the detailed analysis either did not give
adequate explanation of their techniques or used a similar approach to one
of the four studies chosen. Thus, although the airport economic impact
studies reviewed and analyzed here do not represent the spectrum of
work on the subject, as a group they do represent a chronological devel-
opment and a comprehensive compilation of the state of the art
techniques.
N
2 See the Bibliography for a complete listing of economic impact studies
reviewed.
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2.0 CHAPTER 2 PRIMARY ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY
2.1 CATEGORY DEFINITION
This chapter deals with the analysis of different methodologies for measur-
ing the primary economic impact associated with the existence of an air-
port. Primary economic impact is the monetary value of the local economic
activity associated with the useage of airport services. Where the direct
impact results from the production of air passenger and cargo services,
the primary impact is derived from the demand for these services. A
number of items in the primary impact category are intangible and
non-quantifiable, such as the decision of a firm to locate near a major
metropolitan airport or the value of real estate around the airport. It is
reasonable to assume that the existence of the airport influences the local
real estate values and the firm's locational decision, but difficult to
determine the extent of the influence. Furthermore, the attractiveness of
a region as a tourist destination or business center is also affected by the
presence of the airport.
The interactive relationship between an airport and the community it
serves is both complex and manifested in a variety of ways. The purpose
of this chapter is not to define the totality of this relationship, but rather
to analyze those items which can be and have been objectively measured.
Chapter 2 Primary Economic Impact Category
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A more detailed discussion of areas for further research in the primary
impact category is presented in Chapter 5.
Several airport economic impact studies reviewed for this thesis have con-
sidered what is defined here as primary impact to be the indirect economic
impact. The term indirect implies second order or subsidiary economic
activity and therefore the use of the term is not justified in defining the
impact associated with fundamental airport services.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF THE PRIMARY IMPACT CATEGORY ELEMENTS
The primary impact category has been subdivided into four elements for
the purpose of discussion. These elements are: air cargo, air visitors,
area resident air travel and the banking industry. The four studies cri-
tiqued and analyzed in the various elements are, in the interest of
brevity, referred to by authorship only.'
2 For a full listing of the four studies see Section 1.5.
Chapter 2 Primary Economic Impact Category
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2.2.1 AIR CARGO
This element deals with the primary economic benefit to a study area due
to the availability of air cargo services at the study airport. Two concep-
tual approaches for defining this element have been used to date. The
first approach is to identify the characteristics of the air cargo moved
through the study airport. Some of the characteristics to be recognized
are the value of goods shipped, type of goods shipped and the shipments
by air versus other modes. The purpose of this approach is to define and
quantify the magnitude of air cargo and thereby highlight its importance
to the study region. The second approach goes one step further in
attempting to identify employment and payroll attributable to the move-
ment of air cargo. The CEIR and Boston case study are examples of the
first approach and the Economics Research Associates study is an example
of the second approach. The Waldo & Edwards and Landrum & Brown
studies do not address the impact of the air cargo element.
2.2.1.1 CEIR
At the time of the CEIR study in 1960 the air cargo industry was in a rap-
idly growing stage in its development. Intercontinental, large capacity
Chapter 2 Primary Economic lmptzt Category
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jet freighters had only recently come into service and industry was becom-
ing aware of the advantages of shipping by air. Despite the high air
freight rates some businesses realized that the higher speed of air freight
would allow them to reduce their overall cost of doing business.
With this setting it was a natural choice for CEIR to present the economic
impact of air cargo by showing the rapid growth of air cargo vis a vis
other shipment modes. Tables were formulated which defined the relative
growth rates of air cargo versus other transportation modes and air cargo
versus regional growth in employment." The purpose of these tables was
to spotlight the modal shift taking place and the growing interdependence
between air cargo and the regional economy
In this study a section was also devoted to the results of some survey
work which showed the air freight distribution by weight of major commod-
ity groupings for four freight carrying airlines. The intent here was to
identify the major industrial users of air freight.
Finally, a section was presented which detailed accounts of individual
firms and how the availability of air freight helped reduce overall costs.
Examples are given of how air freight useage has permitted a reduction in
inventory and warehousing costs, the incidence of damaged goods, and
the time from production to market.
* CEIR, Tables 7-1 ard 7-2, p. 70.
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In summary, the CEIR report treated the air cargo element by defining
the magnitude and importance of air cargo, rather than quantifying any
primary economic benefit related to these services.
2.2.1.2 Economics Research Associates
The-ERA work is attempt to go beyond the CEIR approach and measure
the residual value of air cargo shipments and the employment and payroll
associated with it. The underlying assumptions neccessary to accomplish
this measurement indicate that the finai result can only be a rough
approximation and more representative of a level of activity than an actual
dollar figure or employment count. The authors recognize the inherent
weaknesses in their approach when they state:
The indirect benefits measured . . . are predicated on the theory
that, in the absence of the airport facilities, goods shipped to
out-of-area markets would cease tc be produced locally. Thus the
value added and associated payroll and employment benefits would
be lost to the study area. This is clearly a tenuous concept in that
there are alternative airfreight facilities and different modes of
transportation available to shippers/consignees.
The basic measurement process in this study revolves around the concept
of value added. The term value added can be defined as the difference
s ERA, p. IV-1.
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between the value of a good and the cost of the raw materials necessary to
produce it. In order to measure the value added component of a partic-
ular good for an airport study area the additional worth of the good cre-
ated while it is in the study area must be estimated. To determine the
study area value added residual the consultant required three areas of
information:
1. The distribution of all inbound and outbound study airport air freight
by commodity groupings. This information was obtained by a survey
of airlines which carried air freight. The commodity distribution of
thirty percent of the total air freight volume was available through
this source and the assumption was made that the remaining seventy
percent had the same distribution pattern.
2. The dollar value per shipment pound by commodity groupings. This
figure was required in order to calculate the study area value added
residual and apply wage and employment per dollar value of shipment
ratios. The conversion from pounds to dollars was accomplished by
using the U.S. Bureau of the Census publication, U.S. Exports/World
Areas by Schedule B Commodity Groupings which provides figures for
both total pounds shipped and total value shipped by commodity
grouping for each customs district. The unstated assumption is that
all cargo, domestic and foreign, has the same pound/value relation-
ship as the export shipments.
Chapter 2 Prima.-y Economic Impact Category
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3. The ratios of value added to value of shipment for each commodity
group and employment per dollar value of shipment. This information
was also available from the U.S. Bureau of the Census in a publica-
tion entitled Annual Survey of Manufacturers 1976: Industry
Profiles.
With the knowledge of the value added/value of shipment ratio the con-
sultant was then able to determine a dollar figure of the economic impact
of air cargo. For example, if $100 million worth of electronics was
shipped outbound through the study airport and the value added/value of
shipments ratio is 1:5 then the $20 million is the value added or local eco-
nomic benefit attributable to the production and shipment of locally
produced electronics. By using information on payroll as a percentage of
the value of shipments and average salaries by commodity groupings the
aggregate payroll and employment may be derived.
The above method works reasonably well when considering outbound
freight, but it is not totally adequate when evaluating inbound freight.
The value added portion of the inbound freight is derived solely from the
wages, profits, rent and overhead resulting from moving the goods into
the study region.
The consultants' work in quantifying the indirect economic benefit associ-
ated with the use of air cargo services is an important step in moving
beyond the simple listing by commodity and modal distribution which had
been done previously. The primary economic impact estimates for this
Chapter 2 Primary Economic Impact Category
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element presented in the ERA study are on the two digit Standard Indus-
try Classification (SIC) level and should be interpreted as orders of
magnitude rather than hard dollar figures. Although this approach is a
significant first step, two areas could be pursued to refine the approxi-
mation. The first refinement involves testing or modifying the underlying
assumption, as noted by the authors, that outbound finished goods and
inbound raw materia!s or goods for distribution have the same relationship
to the tota! value added as all other finished goods and raw materials in a
particular industry classification.' In other words, locally produced raw
materials, products for local consumption and labor, all bear the same
relationship to the total value added as the shipments sent and received
by air. A thorough analysis of the components in the manufactu ring pro-
duction process is necessary to test this assumption.
The second and related item for refinement is the sensitivity of the final
results to the types and volume of commodities shipped by air. An indus-
trial firm may choose one month to ship a product by air to meet a dead-
line, while the following month shipping by a slower transportation mode.
It is important to remember that transportation cost is a component of the
total cost of goods sold and the firm seeking to minimize overall costs,
whenever possible, will choose the transportation mode which helps
achieve this end. The modal decision is dependent on market conditions,
relative transportation costs and a host of other factors and therefore the
makeup by commodity type of the total air cargo moved through an airport
6 ERA, p IV-6.
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is sensitive to this decision. An area for further research would be to
identify the factors in the modal choice decision making process in relation
to the value added component of products shipped.
2.2.1.3 Boston Case Study
In an effort to uncover some of the characteristics of the users of air
freight services at the study airport a survey of 255 Boston area corpo-
rations was done.' The overall response rate for the survey was twenty
percent, although the response rate on the gross revenue question was
much lower. Descriptive information was available for thirty firms and
their survey responses are tabulated in Tables 2-1 and 2-2.
Several noteworthy items surfaced from the results of this survey. For
example, sixty percent of the respondents indicated that the air cargo
services offered at Logan Airport were "essential to company operations."
Survey tabulations also revealed that, in all industry classifications, the
percentage of freight moved by air was lower for inbound shipments than
for outbound.
7 For an example of the survey form see the Appendix.
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Since raw materials usually comprise the bulk of inbound manufacturing
freight shipments and are lower in value than finished goods, they would
tend to travel by a less expensive transportation mode. These raw mate-
rials are then processed into finished goods for shipment outbound and
air freight now becomes a cost effective alternative for these higher value
goods. The difference between the inbound and the outbound percent-
ages by air is therefore an indication of local economic activity that has
been generated. This fact is further highlighted when comparing the
inbound and outbound value per shipment pound figures in Table 2-2.
Although these estimates may not be precise in some cases due to a small
sample size, they do indicate a marked increase in value per pound of
outbound over inbound shipments. In very general terms this increase
reflects the value added to the raw materials while in the airport study
area and the econcmic activity which results from this process may be
cautiously considered a primary economic benefit of the study airport.
The cautious consideration is because a causal relationship is established
by this statement which links the existence of the manufacturing process
in the airport study area to the existence of the airport.
a
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TABLE 2-1
Logan Airport
Air Freight Users Survey Tabulation
ANNUAL
INDUSTRY PAYROLL
CLASSIFICATION RESPONDENTS EMPLOYEES (millions)
Electronics 14 65,481 1,040
Photographic Materials 2 14,700 570
Instrun=rts 2 1,311 20
Research 2 1,438 10
Medical Equipment 2 3,500 63
General Manufacturing 8 12,088 153
INDUSTRY INBOUND FREIGHT LBS. (000)
CLASSIFICATION All Modes Air % BY AIR
Electronics 281,011 30,022 10.7
Photographic materials 62,116 5,455 8.8
Instruments 1,492 684 45.8
Research 15 14 93.3
Medical Equipment 2,550 150 5.9
General Manufacturing 65,160 475 .007
INDUSTRY OUTBOUND FREIGHT LBS. (000)
CLASSFICATION All modes Air % BY AIR
Electronics 242,737 56,860 23.4
Photographic Materials 68,914 21,534 31.0
instruments 2,016 520 25.8
Research 541 540 99.8
Medical Equipment 5,100 915 17.9
General Manufacturing 61,325 . 921 1.5
Source: M.I.T. Flight Transportation Laboratory
NOTES
1. Employment estimation for a few firms was required and
based on an average salary multiplier for firms in the same
industry classification.
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TABLE 2-2
LOGAN AIRPORT
.IR FREIGHT VALUE PER POUND TABULATIONS
'CL!
Electrco
Photogr
I nstru -
Researc
Medical
Genera I
CLA>
Electro:
Photogi
Instri:.
Researc.
Medica.1
General
Source;
NOTES
1. In r-
four
va 1
;USTRY SURVEY RESPONDENT LBS (000) (1)
FICATION Inbound Outbound
27,827.5 52,213.0
c Materials 5,300.0 21,354.0
40.0 205.0
14.0 540.0
ipment 100.0 315.0
::facturing 475.0 921.0
STRY VALUE $ (000) VALUE/LB $
'CAT ION Inbound Outbound Inbound Outbound
498,492 1,444,731 17.91 27.67
Materials 31,000 284,032 5.85 13.30
2,000 12,000 5.00 58.54
112 2,741 8.00 5.08
'ipment 15,000 340,000 150.00 1079.36
ufacturing 8,525 65,465 17.95 71.08
I.T. Flight Transportation Laboratory
cases the freight pound totals do not match those
Table 2-1. The reason for this is that shipment
.formation was not available for all respondents.
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The tabulations of the survey results are intended to give an indication of
the magnitude of the local economic activity which relies on the airport
services, rather than attempting to establish a relationship between the
activity and the airport. For this reason in Table 2-2 the total estimated
value of air cargo shipped through Logan Airport in 1980 is presented.
There is little doubt that the existence of convenient air freight services
stimulates regional economic activity, but further research is required to
accurately define the extent of this stimulation.
2.2.2 AREA RESIDENT AIR TRAVEL
The availability of air passenger travel service is an important component
in the operation of many business firms. Manufacturing firms, which rely
on air cargo services as discussed in Section 2.2.1, also depend on the
airport to move their salesmen into the field and as a means of transporta-
tion to out-of-area operations. In addition, professional service compa-
nies, such as consultants, insurance and finance firms, consider air
passenger travel as an essential business tool. The problem here then
becomes one of translating the study area business firms dependence on
the airport services into an economic benefit which accrues to the regional
economy. Only two studies discussed in this thesis attempted to quantify
this economic relationship - the Economics Research Associates and Boston
Case studies.
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2.2.2.1 Economics Research Associates
The ERA study analyzed one aspect of area resident air travel - the
business travel of the study area professional service firms. The assump-
tion made was that these firms rely on the airport passenger services to
serve out-of-area customers to the extent that this out-of-area activity
would cease to exist without the airport. The regional economic benefits
are then defined as "the level of employment, payroll and other value
added components which is supported by, or exists because of, the local
firm's out-of-area business activities.""
Having established this assumption, the consultant estimates the number
of business trips by professional service firms originating in the airport
study area. This calculation was derived from a Los Angeles Times 1978
LAX Air Passenger Survey which detailed trip purpose dstribution.
Applying an average ticket value to the number of trips produced the
professional service firms air travel expenditures.
Interviews with five local area firms indicated that air travel expense
averaged four percent of the firms total operating budget, which is
related to out-of area business and so the consultant was able to calculate
the aggregate out-of-area operating budget.' Using an estimate of the
' ERA, P. IV-8.
' ERA, p. IV-9.
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payroll percentage of this operating budget and an average salary per
employee figure, the professional service firm out-of-area related payroll
and employment was calculated. This payroll and employment is then con-
sidered a primary economic impact of the study airport.
The ERA study presents a crude first attempt at quantifying the economic
impact associated with area resident air travel. The consultants them-
selves are the first to point out the limitations and difficulties in their
approach. The question then becomes not the accuracy of the estimations
derived, but the veracity of the underlying assumption that a firm devel-
ops out-of-area business because of the existence of the airport. Would
the professional service firm move out of the airport study area if the air-
port suddenly ceased to exist or would they choose a secondary mode of
transportation? What about the other area business firms which are not
as dependent on the passenger services of the airport? These are quite
obviously speculative questions, which cannot be readily answered with-
out an extensive data base of survey information and further conceptual
development of the problem, but they do point out the difficulty in quan-
tifying this particular element of primary economic impact. Discussion on
areas for further research in this area is presented in Chapter 5.
2.2.2.2 Boston Case Study
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The conceptual approach taken in this case study was simply to define the
magnitude of the area resident air travel element. The reasoning behind
this approach was that defining the size and therefore the relative impor-
tance of the useage of air passenger services was an acceptable way to
describe the impact of this element. Furthermore, time and resources
were not available to conduct a more expanded research effort.
One way to describe the magnitude of area resident air travel is to esti-
mate the total expenditure by area residents for air travel via Logan Air-
port. The Air Traffic Conference (ATC), an arm of the Air Transport
Association, provided airline ticket sales by travel agencies on a zip code
basis. After determining the zip codes for the five county study area a
total travel agency ticket sales of $444.33 million was calculated. The
ATC estimates that fifty five percent of the value of airline tickets are
sold by travel agents. From this information it is then possible to esti-
mate the total airline ticket sales to study area residents at $807.87
million.
A second source of information was planned to be the tabulations of a
survey conducted by the author of fifty five member firms of the Boston
chapter of the Passenger Traffic Association.1 These companies repres-
ented a cross section of study area business firms. The intent was to use
the survey results to establish revenue/employee/air travel business trip
relationships for the respondents and then make aggregate level pred-
* Fo- an example of the survey see the Appendix.
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ictions of the annual number of air travel business trips by industry
classification. Unfortunately, the response rate for the survey was not
significant enough to establish relationships on which to base an esti-
mation. Telephone interviews with the some of the companies surveyed
indicated that, in general, air travel trips and expenditures were not
considered as a separate item but instead were part of a category which
included travel by other modes as well as meals and lodging while travel-
ling. The breakout of data pertinent to the survey was considered too
time consuming by the companies surveyed and hence the survey achieved
a low response rate and the estimation effort was abandoned.
2.2.3 AIR VISITORS
In the framework of this study an air visitor is defined as a non-resident,
who arrived via the study airport, with a destination in the airport study
region. The primary economic impact of the air visitor derives from their
local expenditures for food, lodging, entertainment, retail purchases,
transportation, etc. These expenditures, which represent new dollars
brought into the study area, translate into local employment, business
income and tax revenues.
Defining air visitor economic impact is normally done on the basis of sec-
ondary sources of research information. Estimating the number of air vis-
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itors, their number of days in the area, their trip purpose, their
spending patterns and the air visitor industry employment and payrol! are
usually beyond the scope of the primary research effort of an airport eco-
nomic impact study. Likely sources of information on air visitors can be
found at the airport authority, the tourist bureau, the state department
of commerce, hotel associations, or local universities.
2.2.3.1 Waldo & Edwards
The consultants in this study completed a thorough analysis of the air vis-
itor economic impact. The primary source of information was the latest
study airport local origin/destination survey which delineated:
* percentage of total passengers who were non-residents
* trip purpose
e length of stay in the study area
e number travelling in the party
* local spending pattern distribution
From this data the authors were able to calculate the number of visitors
by trip purpose, number of visitor days, average daily expenditure by
trip purpose and the aggregate air visitor expenditures. Total expendi-
tures were broken down by type of expenditure for each trip purpose.
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By using an estimate of the number of hotel rooms required for air visi-
tors and a hotel employee productivity indice, the number of hotel/motel
emp!oyees attributable to air visitors is calculated. The hotel/motel
industry air visitor related payroll was then estimated using average
annual wage figures and the employment derived from the method
described above. In a similar fashion (ie. productivity indices and aver-
age salaries), the employment and payroll of other air visitor industry
activities was estimated.
Finally, the consultants assessed the amount of tax revenues accruing to
the airport study area as a result of air visitor economic activity. A local
area bank study provided an estimate of the percentage of total air visitor
expenditures which represented tax and another estimate yielded the
amount state tax returned to the area where it was collected. Also dis-
cussed was a six percent room occupancy tax. The purpose in providing
air visitor tax revenue data is to highlight a valuable source of govern-
ment revenue which does not require an equivalent outlay in government
services. Air visitors as a group require very few government services
in comparison to the area resident taxpayer and yet the air visitor makes
a significant tax contribution.
The Waldo & Edwards approach to calculating air visitor economic activity
is conceptually sound and straightforward. The estimates are reasonable
given the extensive primary data base. The consuitants were fortunate
that such a vast amount of information was available on the air visitor and
the air visitor industry. This is not always the case for many major met-
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ropolitan areas. The only drawback to this particular study is that much
of the primary data was gathered long before the consultant's study year.
For example, the passenger local origin/destination survey, on which the
majority of the authors' estimations were based, was completed nine years
prior to the study year. The authors by using non-current data have
made the assumption that the characteristics of the air visitor have
remained constant and oniy the number of visitors and the wage and price
levels have changed. Although this could be a reasonable assumption,
the credibility of the study could have been improved by using more cur-
rent information.
2.2.3.2 Economics Research Associates
This study took essentially the same approach as that described for
Waldo & Edwards except that they did not attempt to estimate the air v;si--
tor industry employment and payroll. A passenger local
origin/destination survey completed one year prior to the study year pro-
vided a basis for all estimations. The consultant considered air visitor
expenditures as an element in the direct economic impact category.
One additional item in this element which this study dealt with was the air-
line crew layover expenditures. By using estimates of the number of air-
line crew layovers, the average layover period and the layover
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reimbursements, the total crew expenditure was derived. The necessary
assumption was that the airline crews spent locally the amount they were
reimbursed for the layover. In the long run this is probably a reasonable
assumption to make.
2.2.3.3 Boston Case Study
Several sources of air visitor data were available for this study. The
first source was a survey-based study on travel and tourism in
Massachusetts for 1979 by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
In this report visitor days and expenditures by trip purpose as well as
tourist industry direct employment, payroll and tax receipts was available
on the county level. For example, the authors estimate that in 1979 for
the five county airport study area there were 40,629 jobs, $169,139,000 in
payroll and $36,859,000 in tax receipts directly attributable to travel and
tourism. " Unfortunately, the study does not distinguish the arrival mode
of transportation and so it is not possible to apportion these impacts to
the air visitors. However, by dividing the total expenditures by the total
visitor days for each trip purpose, it was possible to calculate an average
" Derived from the county tables of Travel and Tourism in
Massachusetts, 1979 An Economic Analysis, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
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daily expenditure and then adjust this estimate to a 1960 price level. The
average daily expenditure in 1980 is $41 .32 for the pleasure traveller and
$29.25 for the personal traveller. These estimates represent the lower
bound in that the level of expenditure for the air visitor is assumed to be
higher than the aggregate visitor population mean expenditure level.
A more accurate average daily expenditure for the business and conven-
tion air visitor was obtained from the Greater Boston Convention and
Tourist Bureau, which participated in a 1979 study by the National Asso-
ciatiorn of Conventions on convention delegates in Boston. From this sur-
vey-based work cam, the estimate that, for those conventioneers arriving
by air, their average daily expenditure was $73.08. It was assumed that
this was a more accurate convention expenditure estimate than that
derived in the University of Massachusetts because it was calculated only
with air arrivals versus arrivals by all transportation modes. The esti-
mate derived from the convention study was also assumed to be a
reasonabie representation of the level of business air visitor
expenditures. The inflation adjusted average daily expenditure for the
business and convention air visitors in 1980 is then calculated to be
$80.42.
It was then necessary to estimate the number of 1980 air visitors by trip
purpose and their average length of stay in the study area. An air pas-
senger survey conducted in 1979 by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. for the
Massport provided information on the percentage of departing passengers
who were not residents of the study area. The assumption was then made
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that the arrival resident/non-resident ratio was the same. The survey
also provided information on local area trip purpose and average length of
stay. From all of this information it was then possible to derive the air
visitor expenditures by trip purpose and an aggregate total air visitor
expenditure. The results, presented in Table 2-3, should be interpreted
cautiously keeping in mind that, as in the air cargo element, the figures
represent an order of magnitude rather than a definitive dollar amount.
Since air travellers presumably have a higher daily expenditure level than
arrivals by other modes, the pleasure and personal trip purpose catego-
ries totals, which were computed with non-specific arrival mode
expenditure estimates, represent the lower bound of the actual total
expenditures. Thus, as can be seen from the table, the primary economic
impact associated with air visitors represents a sizeable input into the
regional economy.
2.2.4 BANKING INDUSTRY
The banking industry, which uses air cargo services to transfer funds,
was not considered in the air cargo element because it was felt that the
characteristics of banking operations warranted separate consideration.
The Boston case study was the only study reviewed here which consid-
ered the impact of the airport on the banking community.
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2.2.4.1 Boston Case Study
TABLE 2-3
BOSTON CASE STUDY AIR VISITOR EXPENDITURES (1980)
Annual Logan Airport Passengers 14,722,363
Arriving Passengers (1) 7,361,182
Arriving Non-resident Passengers (2) 4,063,372
Non-resident Passenger Trip Purpose Distribution
Business 58.54%
- Pleasure 26.57%
Personal 14.89%
100.00%
Trip Purpose BUSINESS(3) PLEASURE PERSONAL TOTAL
------------------------------------------------------------
Air Visitors 2,378,698 1,079,638 605,036 4,063,372
Visitor Days (4) 7,240,757 3,286,417 1,841,730 12,368,904
AverageDaily
Expenditure(S) $80.42 $41.32 $29.25
------------------------------------------------------------
Total($) $582,301,678 135,794,750 53,870,603 771,967,031
SOURCES: Massport 1980 Air Traffic Statistics; Greater Boston
Convention and Tourist Bureau; Massport/CSI Air Passenger Sur-
vey General Tabulations, April 1980; Travel and Tourism in
Massachusetts, 1979 An Economic Analysis, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Notes
1. Assumes that fifty percent of total passengers are
arrivals.
2. An estimated 55.2% of departing passengers are
non-residents. Assumes the same distribution for arrivals.
3. This category includes convention delegates.
4. Average length of stay for non-residents is 3.044 days.
5. Business average daily expenditure assumed to be the same
as the estimated expenditure for air arrival convention
delegates. Pleasure and personal average daily expenditure
computed from all arrival modes visitor population.
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The Boston area banking community depends on the availability of Logan
Airport air cargo services to transfer funds in and out of the immediate
area. Funds are moved around the country in the form of bank to bank
cash letters and cancelled checks. The banks depend on the faster speed
of air transport versus surface modes to reduce the amount of time in
which the funds are unavailable for investment or other purposes. For
example, if a Boston bank had $10 milion in cancelled checks drawn on
banks in Tuscon, the Boston bank could not use those funds until they
were processed by the Tuscon banks. Transfer by air in this case may
take 24 hours or less, but if a surface mode is used the transfer would
take much longer and the bank has lost the availability of these funds for
this longer time period.
The methodology used to determine the indirect economic impact of this
element was to estimate the interest represented by the delay in transfer
of funds which would occur if Logan Airport services were unavailable.
An official at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston estimates that $1.5
billion in bank funds flow through Logan-Airport on a daily basis. In the
hypothetical situation where Logan Airport was not available for the
transfer of funds there would be an average twenty four delay in the
transfer of these funds nationwide. This one day delay is computed on a
volume and distance basis with the greatest volume going to the closest
points. If based strictly on time to all destinations, the average delay
would be much higher. Assuming the banks value these funds at the 1980
average prime rate of 15%, a one day delay in the transfer of $1.5 billion
represents $616,000 daily in interest or $225 million annually.
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In addition, corporate customers, via the banks, rely on the timeliness of
lock box operations to maintain their cash balances. A lock box operation
involves the use of the airport postal facility to receive, process and
directly deposit the accounts receivable of major corporations. The use of
the lock box operation and the time ad-vantage it offers businesses allows
them to convert accounts receivable to bank deposits at a much faster rate
then the conventional process. The lock box operation itself depends on
the availability of air mail service. In ? 1976 night curfew study of Logan
Airport the First National Bank of Boston indicated it would not be eco-
ncmically viable for them to offer lock box service if air mail flights were
curtailed.
2 .3 SUMM1ARY
Since the indirect economic impact category encompasses a wide range of
possible activities associated with the existence of the airport, it was not
possible to discuss each one. The intent here was to critically analyze
what had been and could be done to quantify the impact of this category.
The Boston case study results are summarized in Table 2-4.
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TABLE 2-4
Boston Case Study
Primary Impact Category Summary
Annual Freight Volume (lbs) 396,518,570
Estimated Annual Freight Shipment Value
Annual Airline Ticket Sales to Area Residents
Annual Air Visitor Expenditures
Daily Bank Funds Transferred via Logan
One Day Interest
Annual Interest
$8, 822,538,200
$807,870,000
$771, 967, 031
$1,500,000,000
$616,000
$225,000, 000
NOTES
1. Derived from Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3.
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3.0 CHAPTER 3 DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY
3.1 CATEGORY DEFINITION
This chapter is concerned with alternative methodologies for measuring
the direct economic impact associated with the activity at an airport. This
category represents the primary or first round of economic impact result-
ing from the production of airport services. Different approaches used in
other research studies for measuring the monetary va!ue of this activity
are analyzed and critiqued. The methodology and results of the author's
own case study of Boston's Logan international Airport are then pre-
sented.
3.2 ANALYSIS OF DIRECT IMPACT CATEGORY ELEMENTS
The direct impact category has been subdivided into six elements for the
purpose of discussion. These six elements are: airline disbursements,
airport concessionaires, government agencies, air freight, ground trans-
12 For a list of the four studies see Section 1.5
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portation and travel agents. The four studies mentioned in Chapter 1 are
reviewed and analyzed with respect to each of the elements. In the inter-
est of brevity the four studies will be referred to by authorship only. "
3.2.1 AIRLINE DISBURSEMENTS
3.2.1.1 CEIR
This study represents the earliest of the four studies under review hav-
ing been done under contract for the Port Authority of New York in 1960.
The consultants developed an extensive amount of primary data through
mail questionaires, personal and telephone interviews. In all, some 403
responses were tabulated for airlines, non-airline airport tenants, freight
forwarders, government agencies, travel agencies and a host of others.
From this data the consultant estimated annual average employment, pay-
roll, revenues and local purchases for all airport tenants.13 Local
purchases were further broken down into such categories as petroleum
products, aviation equipment, insurance, utilities, etc.14
13 CEIR, Table 4-1, p. 34 .
14 CEIR, Table 4-3, p.38.
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The results of this study and the level of detail are impressive. Other
than the statement that 403 surveys were conducted the consultants did
not explain how they arrived at the results. A sample survey form and
explanation of the estimation techniques for non-respondents wa.s not
included in the only published report available today. Furthermore, petro-
leum products purchases, which accounted for 31.9% of all local purchases
was credited as a contribution to the local economy. " In reality, only a
small percentage of the petroleum purchase cost remains in the local area
economy in the form of flowage fees, administrative and handling costs.
The bulk of the purchase cost soon leaves the local area and returns to
the petroleum manufacturer. The CEIR report, aithough lacking any sub-
stantial explanation of methodology, does represent a good example of a
study with an extensive primary data base.
3.2.1.2 Waldo and Edwards.
The 1976 Waldo and Edwards study of Los Angeles International Airport is
the second in their series of studies of this airport. The first study was
conducted in 1971 and the 1976 study is an updating of the primary data
developed in the earlier effort.
is IBID
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In the 1971 study the consultant did an extensive survey of the air carri-
ers in terms of the number of employees and average annual earnings in
each job category. Also in the 1971 report, employee productivity figures
were generated in the form of enplaned passengers per employee. Using
the CAB Form 41 data, which reports individual carriers employment and
payroll for each job category as well as system wide passenger
enp!arements, the consultant derived an annual system-wide employee
productivity indice for the domestic carriers serving Los Angeles (LAX).
The relative change in employee productivity was then plotted for the
years 1971 through 1975.1" Using an estimate of the 1976 passenger
enplanements at LAX the consultant then worked backwards to obtain the
estimated number of airline employees. The airline payroll was estimated
by taking the 1971 estimated payroll and applying the system wide per-
centage annual increases as calculated from the CAB Form 41 data.
The updating of earlier survey results with national level data has its
merits and pitfalls. On the positive side, it is a simple and
straightforward technique. Time consuming surveys and processing of
primary data are not required. Most of the information necessary to
update the earlier work is readily available in public documents. On the
negative side, the results may have significant errors. These errors
could be caused by any of three factors. First, if there were any errors
in estimating the total population of air carrier employment and payroll
from the 1971 survey results, then updating these figures using annual
6 1975 was the latest available annual data at the time of the study
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productivity changes only compounds the original errors. Secondly, the
use of systemwide passenger enplanements and productivity implicitly
assumes that LAX is representative of the entire system. The authors
provide no supporting evidence for this assumption.
The third factor which could create errors is the fundamental assumption
that passenger enplanements per employee is a valid measure of productiv-
ity changes over time. For example, the consultants state that while
employment increased only 6% from 1971 to 1976, passenger enplanements
increased 25.4% for the same time period. " The difference in rates of
change is attributed to increased employee productivity. Without dis-
counting for factors such as temporal changes in stage lengths, aircraft
size, and airline operating characteristics at LAX vis a vis the rest of the
nation, the use of nationwide enplanements per employee indices could
result in an inaccurate reflection of the LAX airline employee productivity
and hence the number of employees.
The other area of airline disbursements which the authors addressed is
the purchase of goods and services within the local economy. Expendi-
tures by the airlines were not broken out, but instead the total airport
tenants for 1971 was updated. The method of update was to estimate the
local expenditures per originating revenue passenger in 1971 and then
apply the changes in the wholesale price index to arrive at a figure for
1976. The results, as in the employment and payroll categories, are again
" Waldo and Edwards, p.35.
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subject to the national local/bias and the compounding of original study
estimates.
3.2.1.3 Economics Research Associates
As in the case of the CEIR study the Economics Research Associates
(ERA) study of Los Angeles International Airport in 1980 relied heavily on
the development of primary data through survey questionaires and tele-
phone interviews. 18 The consultants in this study however developed a
number of different innovative estimation techniques. In this study,
although the airline survey response was only 35%, the respondents
represented 87% of passengers and 70% of the freight handled at the air-
port. ' Estimates were made for the non-respondents using the
information and market share of the respondents. The consultants recog-
nized the following categories of airline disbursements:
1. PAYROLL Estimation for the total air carrier population was done on
the basis of the payroll, revenue and employment relationships of the
survey respondents and then assuming this relationship holds for the
non-respondents.
is For an example of the survey used see the Appendix.
is ERA, Table 11-1, p.11-9.
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2. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS This number was estimated to be an additional
25% of the payroll.
3. FLIGHT FEES The number arrived at represents funds paid to the
Los Angeles Department of Airports.
4. ADVERTISING An estimate was generated using company-wide aver-
age advertising expenditure per passenger of the airlines serving
LAX. This system wide average was then applied to the percentage
of total LAX passengers residing in the study area to arrive at a local
advertising expenditure estimate. Since the local advertising expend-
iture for the airlines was unknown the technique used would seem to
be a reasonable approach to making an estimate.
5. FUEL The consultants were able to obtain the annual jet fuel flowage
figure and from this they to estimated the annual airline fuel expendi-
ture. Furthermore, they estimated that only 12% of the fuel expendi-
ture remains in the local economy as maintenance and administrative
costs.
6. INFLIGHT MEALS The catering costs were derived from the survey
results.
7. INTERRUPTED PASSENGER SERVICE/COMMERCIAL ACCOMODATION
EXPENDITURE These numbers were also derived from the surveys.
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8. OTHER SERVICES AND SUPPLIES Expenditures in this category
included items such as security, utilities, office supplies and local
insurance expenses.The total was estimated from the surveys.
9. BUiLDING AND EQUIPMENT RENTALS The bulk of this figure was
paid to the Department of Airports.
10. LOCAL DEPRECIATION This number was developed for those items of
capital equipment which were locally purchased and for all local facili-
ties. Even though depreciation is not a cash expense the authors felt
that it was a "reasonable method of translating airline capital expendi-
ture into an average level of economic impact." 20
11. LOCAL TAXES Only local property taxes were included in this esti-
mation. The technique for estimating this number was not explained
and was not derived from the surveys.
The ERA work represents a very thorough study based on an extensive
primary data base. The estimation techniques and the level of detail of
airline disbursements is noteworthy. The inclusion of local depreciation is
a valuable and legitimate method for estimating the impact of capital
expenditure. On the other hand, the consultants included the total fuel
expenditure numbe- in the bottom line direct impact number even though
20 ERA, p. 11-8.
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they had already recognized that only a small percentage of the total
remained in the local area.
3.2.1.4 Landrum and Brown
The Landrum and Brown study in 1980 of the Pittsburgh Airport was
based on the development of their own primary data with verification of
some data using an earlier study which had been conducted. Generally
speaking, the techniques for estimating the employment, payroll and
expenditures was the same for all types of airport tenants.
Employment was estimated by comparing the results of a survey conducted
six months prior with the consultant's own survey. The employment by
type of airport tenant estimated in the earlier study was the numbor used
unless the responses from the authors' own survey indicated a higher
number for a particular tenant type. The resulting mix of estimations by
tenant type were then combined to arrive at a total airport employment
number.
Payroll was arrived at by calculating average salaries for the survey
respondents by business type and multiplying by the number of employees
estimated in the category. This technique should provide a reasonably
accurate estimate of the total payroll if the response rate for each busi-
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ness type is high enough to allow a good confidence interval around the
estimate.
Using the earlier employee study as a benchmark, Landrum and Brown
developed a weight factor technique to estimate expenditures for goods
and services by tenant type. For example, the previous study calculated
airline employment at 4,445, while the consultants' survey results
accounted for 4000 employees. The weight factor is then simply 4,445
divided by 4,000 or 1.11125.2" The weight factor is then multiplied with
the expenditures accounted for in the consultants' returned surveys to
arrive at a total expenditure by tenant type. This technique implies that
employment ievel is an accurate indice of a firm's expenditure level for
materials and service. Unless an effort is made to account for the relative
labor intensity of the firms being considered, this implication may lend to
inaccurate results. By analyzing the tenants by type of business, the
authors partly succeed in differentiating the capital and labor intensive
firms. Nevertheless, some estimation errors are likely to occur when
using employment as a basis for measuring expenditure for goods and
services.
"1 Landrum and Brown, p.B-4.
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3.2.1.5 Boston Case Study
Four primary sources of data were used for the airline disbursements ele-
ment in the Boston case study. The first source was the records of the
Massport Authority which operates Logan International Airport. From
these records information was available on landing fees, tenant payments
for commissions and rentals, and traffic activity statistics. The second
primary input came from the CAB statistics for Logan on enp!aned pas-
sengers and mail/cargo tons by certificated carrier.
The third data source was an employer and employee survey conducted in
1979 by Cambridge Systematics Inc. for the Massport. This study,
although primarily concerned with the airport ground access issue, pro-
vided information on the number of employees by airport tenant and the
geographical and socioeconomic distribution of these employees. The
information was stored in a computer file and subsequently transferred to
the M. I.T computer facility for cross-tabulation and storage.
The final source of primary information was an airline survey conducted
in conjunction with the Boston Aviation Council. The survey response
rates are tabulated in Table 3-1. Although the survey response rate was
only 35%, 95% of the employees, 91% of the enplaned passengers and 72% of
the cargo and mail carried is represented by the respondents. A second
survey process was completed with the air carriers from which tax and
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Table 3-1
Boston Case Study Airline Survey Response
AIRLINE
CATEGORY
Foreign
CATEGORY
TOTAL
COMPLETED
SURVEY
RESPONSE
RATE (%)
25
88Trunk
EMPLOYEES
ACCOUNTED
FOR (%) (1)
17
99
Regional
Commuter
Other (2)
TOTAL
1004
11
5
35
100
95;
NOTFS
1. Total employment estimated from all primary data sources.
2. Category includes supplemental and cargo operators.
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TABLE 3-2
Logan Airport Airline Employment and Payroll (1980)
AIRLINE
CATEGORY EMPLOYMENT PAYROLL ($)
-----------------------------------------------
Foreign(1)
Trunk(1)
Regional(2)
Commuter (3)
Other(4)
Off airport
264
6,624
1,245
53
116
128
5,216,804
173,164,610
40,754,816
795, 000
2,320,000
3,108,302
TOTAL 8,430 225,359,532
NOTES
1-,. Employment was estimated using survey results and the
Massportk-/CSI survey. Payroll was derived-1 by calculating
the average salary per employee for all resp0ondents inl the
category and multiplying times the estimated employment.
2. No estimation required with a 100% survey response.
3. Employment was estimated from the Massport/CSI survey and
telephone interviews. Average salary was estimated at
$15,000.
4. Category includes supplemental and cargo. Employment was
estimated from the Massport/CSI survey. Average salary was
estimated at $20,000.
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TABLE 3-3
Logan Airport Airline Expenditures (1980)
CATEGORY EXPENDITURE($)
Material(1) 6,389,904
Equipment(1) 2,199,822
Advertising(1) 8,009,036
Commercial lodging(2) 5,507,555
Limousine service(2) 450,450
Catering(2) 18,640,351
Fuel(3) 23,750,000
Landing fees(4) 17,593,302
Facilities rental(5) ----------
State and Local Taxes(6) 16,099,720
TOTAL -98,640,140
NOTES
1. Survey respondents represented 66% of all enplaned passen-
gers in '1979. Estimated total derived by dividing the sur-
vey response expendit.-ure category total by the enplaned
passenger representation of survey respondents.
2. Same technique as described in note 1 except commu-ter, sup-
plemental and all cargo excluded.
3.Esimated total is the local residual of the fuel expendi-
ture. For a furt.her explanation see the text.
4. Source: Mass-portAuthority
5. Number was not listed because the only -information avail-
able is on an airport wide basis. The total figure is
included in the summation of the direct impact category.
6. State taxes included were use, i~ncome, franchise and
employee withholding. State sales tax was not included.
City tax was on personal property. Estimation of the aggre-
gate airline local and state taxes paid was done on the
basis of enplaned passengers as described in note 1, with
the exception of employee withholding which was done on the
basis of employment.
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advertising expenditure was obtained. The response for this survey was
significant enough to make estimations for the non-respondents.
The results of the Boston case study in the airline disbursements element
are shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-3.
Two important assumptions were required to make estimations in areas
where primary data was not available. They are as follows:
1. The enplaned passenger or cargo tonnage is an accurate gauge of the
level of expenditure of an air carrier. Since the enplaned passenger
or cargo ton is the only common unit of production on a station basis,
which is readily available, it was felt that the number of passengers
enplaned would give an approximation of the level of operational activ-
ity and hence expenditures.
2. The local residual of the fuel purchase cost is estimated at 12%. The
jet fuel flowage figures were obtained from Massport and multiplied
with the average jet fuel price per gallon to obtain a total fuel
expenditure of $198 million dollars. As discussed earlier, the bulk of
this expenditure does not impact the local economy and so a local res-
idual impact was calculated.
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3.2.2 CONCESSIONAIRES
3.2.2.] CEIR
The methodology used for this element was the same as described in the
CEiR airiine disbursements element.
3.2.2.2 Waldo and Edwards
As in the case of airline disbursements the consultant used national fig-
ures to update an earlier study. The number of enplaning passengers
per concessionaire employee was determined as a productivity indice in
the original 1972 study. Annual change in productivity was calculated
using U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics on service industry employment and
the results of other economic impact studies. Payroll was updated using
U.S. retail trade employee earnings average annual increases. Expendi-
tures were determined on an airport wide basis as described in the section
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on airline disbursements. The critique of this national data estimation
technique is also provided in that section.
3.2.2.3 Economics Research Associates
In the concessionaire element ERA produced extensive primary data from
surveys and telephone interviews with a survey response rate of 89%.22
The authors requested information on revenues, expenditures, payroll,
employee benefits and number of full and part time employees. Esti-
mations for non-respondent payroll and employment were based on the
payroll, employment and revenue relationships of the respondents. Those
firms providing services directly to the airlines were not counted in this
element since their impact was already included implicitly in the airline
disbursement element.
The consultants decided to use revenues rather than
describe the economic impact of the concessionaires.
revenues were calculated from the revenue based lease
the Department of Airports.
expenditures to
Non-respondent
agreements with
22 An example of the concessionaire survey form may be found in the
Appendix.
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The use of revenues in the concessionaire element and expenditures in the
airline disbursement element points to an implied assumption. Since the
difference between revenues and expenditures is profit (or loss), the
authors are assuming that the profit of the concessionaires impacts the
local economy while the profit of the airlines does not. This judgement
makes good sense since one would expect the profit of a locally owned and
operated firm to be plowed principally back into the local economy. On
the other hand, there is no reason to believe that the profit of an airline,
which is not locally based, would be realized as an impact on the local
area. Of course there is the possibility that an airline is locally based or
a concessionaire is part of a national chain with headquarters elsewhere,
but as a rule of thumb it is reasonable to assume that the profit of an air-
line has no significant local impact. Another more mundane reason that
the authors may have chosen not to include airline profits is that the data
may have been difficu!t to acquire.
3.2.2. 4 Landrur and Brown
The calculation of the impact of this element is discussed in the airline
disbursements section - Section 2.2.1.4.
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3.2.2.5 Boston Case Study
The primary source of information for this element was originally intended
to be survey responses. 2 3 Thirty three surveys were mailed to
non-airline airport tenant firms. The low response rate and the number
of partially completed survey returns indicated the need for a secondary
source of information. The 1979 Massport/CSI emp!oyer survey served as
a starting point for calculating employment by firm. The numbers from
this study were used only after verification that the tenant still existed in
1980 and all attempts at written and telephone surveys had not yielded a
more current count. The net result was that the 1979 employment figure
was used for 50% of the 42 concessionaires. Since current data was avail-
able for those firms which accounted for most of the employees, it was
assumed that random changes in the other tenant employment would cancel
out and the total concessionaire employment estimate would be reasonably
accurate.
Payroll for non-respondents was calculated using a hierarchy of two meth-
ods. The first method was to divide the concessionaires into categories
according to the nature of their business, such as restaurants, caterers,
security services and hotel. If a significant number of responses were in
a category then non-respondent payroll was estimated by multiplying the
23 For an example of the non- airlne tenant survey see the Appendix.
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estimated employment times the average salary of the respondents in that
category. If a category did not have a significant number of responses
then the secondary method was to multiply the non-respondent estimated
employment with an average salary by firm classification obtained from the
Massachusetts Department of Employment Security. These salaries are
averaged for all firms at the four digit SIC level and only for the county
in which the airport is located. The average salary statistics were for
1979 and updated to 1980 using a wage inflation index. The end result
was concessionaire employment of 2,146 and a payroll of $26,898,996.
The survey results were not substantial enough to evaluate the expendi-
tures for this e!ement. Further efforts to obtain these figures was not
successful in the time allotted for the case study. A secondary source of
information pursued in this area were the tenant leasing arrangements
with the Massport. This source proved to be inadequate for two reasons.
First, not all the tenant leases were revenue based and secondly multiple
layers of leasing agreements were identified for some tenants. For exam-
ple, the South Terminal Corporation leases the entire South terminal
complex from the Massport and then sublets to the tenants. In those
cases of sub-leasing, lease agreement specifications were considered pro-
prietary'information and not available.
Since a number of the concessionaires existed solely to service the airlines
(caterers, aviation services, etc) their expenditure impact would already
be considered under the airline disbursement element so the absence of an
expenditure number for this element is mitigated. What was learned in
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this case study about obtaining airport non-airline tenant information was
that the total cooperation of the airport authority and extensive follow-up
of initial survey efforts is essential.
3.2.3 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
3.2.3.1 CEIR, Waldo and Edwards, and Landrum and Brown.
The methodologies used in the estimation of this element are essentially
the same as those described in the respective sections of the airline dis-
bursement and concessionaire elements.
3.2.3.2 Economics Research Associates
The consultant used the survey method and estimation techniques
described earlier in Sections 2.2.1.3 and 2.2.2.3 for payroll and employ-
ment. Since government agencies normally operate on a non-profit basis,
the annual operating budget less payroll was used in lieu of revenues or
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expenditures in this element. With the exception of the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice, which has an LAX budget, those government agencies, which had
interests in the local area in addition to the airport, had their operating
budgets apportioned on the basis of their association with the airport.
For example, the National Transportation Safety Board Los Angeles
regional office was asked to identify what percentage of their budget was,
directly or indirectiy, related to activity at the study airport. In this
fashion the operating budgets of the following government agencies,
several of which were not physically located at the airport, were appor-
tioned with respect to the airport. 2 4
- U.S. Coast Guard
e Federal Drug Enforcement Administration
- FAA Los Angeles Center (Palmdale)
e FAA Flight Standards District Office
e Inter-agency Motor Pool
- Public Health Department
In the case of the Department of Airports, which operates several airports
in Los Angeles, an allocated share of the common overhead functions in
terms of employment, payroll and budget was attributed to LAX on the
basis of the airport's proportion of the total Department of Airports oper-
ating budget. This, of course, was in addition to the Lax operating
budget.
24 ERA, Table 111-6, p.111-2 6 .
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The Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP) funds going to LAX were
also included in the government element of the direct impact category.
An annualized average amount for the previous five years was used to
estimate the study year ADAP funds.
Economics Research Associates utilized a common sense straightforward
technique, which heretofore had not been used, to calculate the impact of
government agencies not physically !ocated at the airport, but which
nonetheless contributed to the operation of the airport. The method of
apportioning cperating budget, although simple in theory, may have
required considerable time and effort and been subject to the judgement
and estimation errors of the persons interviewed. Nevertheless, it
represents a sound approach. The inclusion of ADAP funds also was new
with this study and is a legitimate entry in the direct impact category.
3.2.3.3 Boston Case Study
The survey results for the government agencies provided payroll infor-
mation for an estimated 65% of the government employees. The estimation
method for the non-respondents to arrive at aggregate payroll and
employment is similar to that described in Section 2.2.2.5. Total govern-
merit agency employment at the airport was 1,183 with an annual payroll of
$30,288,476. The only reliable expenditure or budget data available for
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the government agencies was the revenue of Massport. The imprecise
wording on the non-airport tenant survey combined with the low rate of
response for the expenditure question precluded the development of accu-
rate figures for other government agencies. In order to avoid double
counting, the airline landing fees and car rental commissions, which are
counted as expenditures in the airline disbursement and ground transpor-
tation sections respectively, are not counted in the Massport revenups as
listed in the summary cf total direct impact in Table 3-6.
3.2.4 AIR FREIGHT
3.2.4.1 CEIR
In this study the consultant recognizes the freight forwarders as a dis-
tinct group and calculates employment, payroll, revenues and local pur-
chases. 2 The methodology to obtain these numbers is absent from the
authors' published available work.
25 CE!R,Table 4-1,p.34.
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3.2.4.2 Waldo & Edwards and Landrum & Brown
These studies give no indication that freight forwarders were considered
in the direct impact category. Waldo and Edwards show only two freight
firms in their list of concessionaires and other airport businesses. 26
Landrum and Brown show an "other" category in their listing of tenant
types which may or may not include the freight forwarders. 2 7 Although it
is not essential to identify the freight fowarders as a distinct tenant type
it is a worthwhile exercise since the characteristics of their business do
not readily match any other business type at the airport.
3.2.4.3 Economics Research Associates
Payroll and employment estimation for the freight forwarders was done
using the same technique as mentioned in their other direct impact ele-
ments.
26 Waldo & Edwards, p.34.
27 Landrum and Brown.
22 ERA, p. !!-16
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The authors undertook an extensive analysis to determine the revenues
directly attributable to the movement of air cargo. The variety of services
offered by the freight forwarder industry is recognized to include: local
cartage, freight forwarding functions, consolidation, and small and large
shipment specialization.2" On the basis of interviews with local freight
specialists the surface transportation modal distribution is identified. The
categories of surface transportation firms are cargo agents (with
sub-categories of full service forwarders and drayage only),
shipper/consignee and common carrier. 2" A percentage of the total cargo
is then attributed to each category.
Since the revenue per pound of air freight is dependent on the shipment
size, the consultant segments the air freight shipments into small (under
100 pounds) and large (over 100 pounds) shipment sizes. A Federal
Express study has shown that 70-75% of all air cargo shipments weigh less
than 100 pounds and local interviews determined that 40 pounds was the
average small shipment size and 640 pounds was the average large ship-
ment size. Using this information the consultants were able to estimate
the pounds shipped in each shipment size group by each type of freight
forwarder operation.
The estimated revenue per pound for each shipment size group was multi-
plied times the number of pounds in that group and the group totals were
combined to arrive at the total revenue impact of air freight. It was then
2" ERA, p. 111-17
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necessary to determine what portion of that revenue accrued to the local
economy since the airline and destination freight forwarder were included
in the revenue per freight pound calculations. Interviews with local air-
line freight officials and freight forwarders established that 23% of the
total freight revenue accrued to the full service freight forwarder and 15%
to the drayage only firm. 0
The methodology described above, although requiring a number of
assumptions and estimations, is a technically sound and comprehensive
approach for describing the magnitude of air freight local revenue in the
absence of primary data. Since most freight forwarder firms consider
their revenue figures as proprietary information, the ERA technique pro-
vides an acceptabie and practical nlternative.
3.2.4.4 Boston Case Study
Four primary means for estimating employment for the air freight
forwarders were used in the Boston study:
1. Telephone surveys.
2. MIT/Boston Aviation Council non-airline airport tenant survey.
3. 1980 Massport freight forwarder survey.
3 o ERA, p. 111-19.
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4. 1979 Massport/CSI employer survey.
If these four sources produced conflicting employment figures the most
recent survey was chosen to be the correct number. Comparing the
results of the four surveys highlighted the fact that there was a high
turnover rate in firms and that over half of the 48 air freight fowarder
firms identified employed 10 people or less.
Payroll was determined by calculating an average salary for the respcnd-
ents and assuming this salary was accurate for the non-respondents.
Payroll information was available for 38% of the employees and the average
salary was verified with information from the Massachusetts Department of
Employment Security. The air freight element yielded an estimated 898
employees and with an aggregate payroll of S19,764,386.
Air freight forwarder expenditures for non-respondents was determined
on the basis of the number of employees. Since the air freight forwarder
business is labor intensive, it was felt that the employment/expenditure
relationship of the survey respondents would yield a reasonably accurate
estimate for the non-respondents. Using the expenditure per employee
indice, the aggregate air freight fowarder expenditures was estimated to
be $14,096,195.
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3.2.5 GROUND TRANSPORTATION
3.2.5.1 CEIR, Waldo & Edwards and Landrum & Brown
CEIR handles ground transportation in the same fashion as in the other
direct impact elements - extensive surveys and no published estimation
methodology. Waldo & Edwards and Landrum & Brown do not address the
issue of ground transportation and it is not known if the impact of this
element was possibly imbedded elsewhere.
3.2.5.2 Economics Research Associates
This study discusses four ground transportation modes and the methodol-
ogy used to arrive at their impact.
1. TAXI The Los Angeles Department of Airports charges an outbound
trip fee to each passenger carrying taxi leaving the airport and
therefore the number of annual outbound trips is recorded. The air-
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port authority estimates that an additional 15% of the outbound taxis
bypass the fee collection system. From this information the consult-
ant estimated the number of outbound trips. Discussions with the
taxi cab industry revealed that there was approximately one inbound
trip for each two outbound airport trips. The total number of taxi
trips was then calculated and multiplied times an average fare. To
this number a $1 gratuity per trip was added to arrive at the total
airport related taxi revenue.
2. CAR RENTAL AGENCIES Payroll and employment were estimated by
previously described survey and aggregation techniques. Total
revenue was derived from the airport authority revenue based lease
agreements.
3. BUS The airport authority provided statistics on the annual passen-
gers using the bus transportation mode. An average fare was calcu-
lated and multiplied times the number of passengers to arrive at the
total bus revenue.
4. LIMOUSINE The Southern California Livery Operators Association
had information on the average daily number of limousines in the area
and estimated that each limousine made one airport trip per day.
Using an average fare plus gratuities figure it was then a simple mat-
ter to calculate the airport related revenues.
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It must be recognized that the potential for double counting exists here
because transportation expenditures are also included in the air visitor
element of the primary impact category. Although the consultant recog-
nizes the double counting problem, no action is taken to correct it.
3.2.5.3 Boston Case Study
Four elements of the ground transportation element were studied:
1. CAR RENTAL AGENCIES Payroll and employment estimation was done
as outlined in Section 2.2.2.5. Five car rental agencies operate at
Logan and responses were received from three of them. Aggregate
employment was estimated at 494 with a payroll of $5,597,346. The
response rate for this category of non-airline airport tenant was sig-
nificant enough to make a reasonable estimation of the car rental firms
aggregate expenditures. Total expenditures for the group were cal-
culated using the employment, payroll and expenditure relationships
of the respondents and amounted to $23,855,705. This figure
includes commissions paid to the airport authority.
2. TAXI The Massport Authority provided the number of outbound taxi
trips. The number was readily available because the Massport levies
a surcharge on each outbound passenger carrying taxi. Discussion
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TABLE 3-4
Boston Taxi Industry Airport Related Trip and Revenue Data
TOTAL TRIPS
Dispatched
outbound (a) 738,863
Estimated
inbound (b) 812,749
TOTAL 1,551,612
TRIP DESTINATION
Downtown
Boston (c) 1,086,129
Other
points 465,483
TOTAL 1,551.612
TRIP REVENUE ($) (d)
Downtown Bo ston 5,973,707
Other points 3,956,609
Trip gratuity
(@ $1 per trip) 1,551,612
TOTAL 11,481,928
Notes
a. Source: Massport.
b. Source: Taxi News Digest. Inbound equals outbound plus
10 percent.
c. Trip destination split is 70 percent to downtown Boston
and 30 percent to other points.
d. Average fare to downtown Boston is $5.50. Average fare
to other points is $8.50.
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with an official of the Taxi News Digest yielded an estimation that the
number of inbound trips roughly equalled the number of outbound
number of outbound trips plus 10%.Destination data and average
fares were also provided by this source. The information is summa-
rized in Table 2-4.
3. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION The primary means of public transit is
the MBTA subway system which has an airport station. It was
assumed that all fares processed through this station were attribut-
able to the airport. MBTA officials estimated that $162,000 in fares
were collected in connection with this station.
4. CROSS-HARBOR TUNNELS The primary access road from the city of
Boston to the airport involves a set of cross harbor tunnels. The
statistician for the Masschusetts Turnpike Authority, which operates
the tunnels, stated that 27.4 million vehicles annually pass through
the tunnel resulting in S8 million in tolls. Furthermore, the Turnpike
Authority conducted a study which showed that 46 percent of the
vehicles transiting the tunnel had the airport as their origin or desti-
nation. This leads to the conclusion that $3.68 million in tunnel tolls
is directly attributable to the existence of the airport.
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3.2.6 TRAVEL AGENCIES
3.2.6. 1 CEIR and Landrum & Brown
The same technique described earlier in this chapter for CEIR is used
here as well. The Landrum & Brown study does not address the trav-
el agency impact.
3.2.6.2 Waldo & Edwards
The consultant relies on the results of a 1972 study conducted on the
travel agency industry to generate current data. The method for
estimating the number of travel agent employees directly attributable
to the study airport activity was a labor productivity indice. In the
1972 study, the consultant estimated that 70 percent of local travel
agency business was related to the activity at LAX. With an esti-
" Waldo and Edwards, p. 40.
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mation of the number of local area travel agent employees and the
number of resident originating passengers the authors calculated the
1972 travel agent productivity at 1300 air passengers per employee.'
The assumption is then made that this productivity level has remained
constant until the current 1976 study year.
For the current year the authors make the assumption that 50 percent
of the revenue passenger traffic is departing and that 75 percent of
these passengers have a study area origin. A passenger local
origin/destination survey provided the estimate that 46.4 percent of
the local originating passengers were residents of the study area. By
applying the 1972 travel agent productivity figure to the number of
1976 departing resident revenue passengers the current travel agent
employment is derived. The 1972 average annual salary was updated
using changes in retail trade employees earnings and an aggregate
payroll was estimated.
This methodology is flawed for two reasons. First, the results are an
estimate of an estimate done four years earlier and thus far removed
from any current primary source of data. Secondly, the assumption
that travel agent productivity has remained constant over time is
unfounded. The ratio of direct booking versus travel agent booking
may have changed or the travel agent productivity may have
increased due to the introduction of remote terminal reservations sys-
tems. The Waldo & Edwards technique in this element can best be
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described 2s the "quick and dirty" approach which is reasonable only
when time and/or resources are a factor.
3.2.6.3 Economics Research Associates
The consultants completed an estimation of travel agency revenues
but did not consider the employment or payroll impact. Two methods
for estimating revenues were established.
In the first method, the number of study area revenue passengers as
calculated from a Los Angeles Times origin/destination survey is used
as a starting point. Discussion with several local travel agencies
yielded an average ticket value of $300 and so a study area generated
ticket revenue was derived. Based on the national figures of the Air
Transport Association (ATA) the travel agency share of this revenue
was calculated to be 55 percent. By applying the travel agent com-
mission figure of 8 percent, the residual travel agent revenue is
derived.
The second method for arriving at travel agent revenues was to mul-
tiply the estimated number of study area travel agencies with the
annual gross ticket sales per agency as estimated by the ATA. The
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travel agent commission is again taken to be the local residual
revenue.
The two methods yielded results which were within two percent of
each other so the consultant took the midpoint of these numbers as
the estimated revenue. 2 Interviews with local travel agents revealed
that approximately 80 percent of their gross revenues were accounted
for by airline ticket sales with the remaining 20 percent in the form of
other travel arrangements. The authors, on the basis of this distrib-
ution, added 20 percent to their local residual revenue to arrive at a
local travel agent impact.
Since both estimation techniques are theoretically sound, the use of a
two method bracketing approach lends credence to the consultants'
final figure. The travel agent revenue associated with sales other
than airline ticket sales would be better related to the primary impact
category, not included in the direct category as done here.
3.2.6.4 Boston Case Study
32 ERA, p. 111-12.
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In the Boston case study, the conceptual approach chosen was the
estimation of the net travel agent revenues directly associated with
the study airport services. The Air Traffic Conference, an arm of
the ATA, provided information on study area travel agent gross air-
line ticket revenue on a postal zip code basis. After determining all
the zip codes in the study area, an aggregate travel agent gross air-
line ticket revenue figure of $444.33 million was determined. Using
the Air Traffic Conference estimated 1980 travel agent commission fig-
ure of 8.9% yielded a net travel agent revenue of $39.55 million, which
was considered the airport's direct impact on the regional travel
agency industry.
3.3 DIRECT IMPACT CATEGORY SUMATION AND DISTRIBUTION
An important aspect of an airport economic impact study is how the
results are summarized and the effects then distributed within the
study region. Potential double counting of impacts is highlighted
when a summary table with a total impact figure is presented. Dis-
tribution of employment, payroll and other expenditures is done using
a variety of techniques as will be shown in this section. Payroll dis-
tribution in terms of how the dollars are spent is important in that it
relates the direct impact of the airport to the other industries in the
study area, such as housing, retail trade, medical care, etc.
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3.3.1 CEIR
A summary table for employees, payroll, revenue and local purchases
is presented as discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 by type of airport
tenant. 3 3 The consultant undertook a distribution of two items of the
direct impact category - employment and payroll. Employment, both
on and off airport property, was distributed geographically on a
county level for the study region. 3" The method of distribution was
not discussed, but given the extensive amount of of survey informa-
tion the authors gathered, it can be postulated that it was done on
the basis of the distribution of the survey respondents. If the sur-
vey results captured a significant portion of the employees then a
distribution on this basis is reasonable.
As with employment, payroll was also distributed on the county level.
Payroll distribution was also done in terms of how the payroll dollar
was spent. In neither case was the methodology for apportionment
explained.
33 CEIR, Table 4-1, p. 34.
24 CEIR, Table 4-8, p. 43.
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3.3.2 WALDO& EDWARDS
The consultant did not recognize direct and primary categories as
defined here, but instead provided a summary table of primary and
and induced impact." The primary impact included the elements of
the direct impact category as discussed in this chapter plus air visi-
tor expenditures, which is considered an primary element in this the-
sis. No geographical distribution of employment, payroll and
expenditures or payroll spending distribution was done.
3.3.3 ECONOMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
Summations were provided for gross revenue, employment and
payroll." The authors chose to present a gross revenue direct impact
listing and summation and then to refine the figures in terms of the
local residual economic impact. The fuel purchase, which has a mini-
mal impact on the local economy, is listed in total in direct impact
" Waldo-& Edwards, Tables 5.5-1 and 5.5-2, pp. 62 and 64.
" ERA, Tables 111-7 and 111-3, pp. 111-28 and 111-30.
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summary table and the 12% residual is listed later in the work. The
refinement process for the revenues is called "value added."
Geographical distribution of the direct impact is done for the local
residual or "value added" impact. ' The method of apportionment is
airport empioyee residence on the assumption that since payroll
accounts for 70% of the vaiue added impact it was reasonable to dis-
tribute the aggregate impact along the same lines. Zip code informa-
tion was available for forty percent of the direct impact employees.
Apportionment was done for employment, payroll and 'value added
revenue impact by county and in concentric circles with the airport as
the center.
3. 3. 4 LANDRUM & BROWN
The consultant provided a summary table for airport wide direct
expenditures in terms of type of expenditure (materials, fuel, adver-
tising, etc.), rather than by the element method used in this thesis.
as Using the distribution of the survey respondents, total expendi-
tures were then apportioned on the township level.
3 ERA, P. VI-1.
* Landrum & Brown, Table Ill-1, p. 111-2.
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The distribution of employees proved to be difficult for two reasons.
Firs+, the response rate of the consultants' own survey was quite low
and secondly their results did not match the results of a distribution
done with an earlier survey. Discrepancies as high as twenty percent
existed in terms of the percentage of total airport employees for cer-
tain townships. The authors chose to average the differences
between the two studies to determine the apportionment of
employment. Payroll was distributed by calculating an average salary
by community and multiplying times the estimated employment by com-
munity.
The consultants approach for apportionment is flawed in certain
respects. The technique of averaging the percentage-distributions of
two studies to determine the correct distribution can lead to substan-
tial errors. With differences as high a 20% in a township proportion
of the total employment it is likely that one or the other of the studies
is in error and averaging only serves to compound the error. A bet-
ter approach would have been to base the distribution on the study
with the higher response rate. If neither study had significant con-
fidence limits then the apportionment should not have been
undertaken.
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3.3.5 BOSTON CASE STUDY
Employment and payroll distribution was completed for the five county
study area, but expenditures were not apportioned due to a lack of
primary data. The methodology and results for employment and pay-
roll are described below.
EMPLOYMENT Two sources of employee geographical distribution
were available for this study. The first was the 1979 Massport/CSI
employee study which detailed information on home residence and
household income. The second source was the survey conducted in
conjunction with the Boston Aviation Council which yielded airline
employment and payroll by community.- This second source, a!though
reflecting more recent information, was not felt to be representative
of the total 3irport population. The earlier Massport/CSI results were
chosen because the distribution in this survey represented both air-
line and non-airline employees and because residency patterns were
not likely to change in the short run. The apportionment could be
accomplished down to the city or town level but the county level was
chosen for study purposes.
PAYROLL The problem of apportioning payroll was confounded by
two factors. First, the Massport/CSI survey requested total house-
hold- income instead of airport employee income. In order to estimate
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the airport payroll in a community it was necessary to assume that the
distribution of household income was the same as the distribution of
airport employee income. The following formula was used to determine
the percentage of total payroll by county:
HI(i)/HI=E(i) x AH(i)/E x AHI
ASSUMPTION: HI(i)/HI=P(i)/P
where: HI=total household income.
E=total airport employment.
P=total airport payroll.
AHI=average household income.
(i)=the ith county.
The second proble'm with the interpretation of the survey results
stemmed from the fact that the household income question allowed
responses only in S5000 brackets with ihe final bracket being S30,000
and above. Because the distribution above S30,000 was unknown, it
was necessary to determine if the distribution below $30,000 followed
a normal statistical curve. If it could be established that the payroll
did follow a normal curve then a mean household income by county
could be calculated. Plotting the below $30,000 household income on
proiability scale graph paper showed that between 68 and 80% of the
curve was being captured and that it did approximate a normal curve.
Average household income levels by county were calculated and the
percentage of airport payroll by county could then be calculated
using the formula given above.
The payroli and employment distribution for the 5 county study area
is shown in Table 3-5. Total airport family members are also shown to
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give an indication of the number of people the airport payroll helps
support. The distribution of the airport payroll by spending pat-
terns given in Table 3-5 to show the direct impact of the airport pay-
roll on other regional industries. Table 3-6 contains a summary of all
of the direct impact economic activity described in this chapter.
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TABLE 3-5
Boston Study Area Airport Employment and Payroll (1980)
COUNTY
Essex
Middlesex
Norfolk
Plymouth
Suffolk
AIRPORT
EMPLOYEES
2,885
2,393
878
637
3,275
PAYROLL($)
73,243,440
53,583,840
19,659,600
16,489, 680
70,134,480
TOTAL
FAMILY MEMBERS(1)
7,847
6,629
2,494
1,911
7,926
TOTAL 10,068 233,111,040 26,807
Payroll Spending Distribution(2)
CATEGORY
Food
Housing
Transportation
Clothing
Personal care
Medical care
Social Security and
disability payments
Income tax
Other
TOTAL
EXPENDITURE($)
50,188,807
57,415,249
21,329,660
12,203,363
3,869, 643
10,326,819
13,695,274
44,547,520
19,534,705
233,111,040
Notes
1. Computed from U.S. government statistics on average
family size at the county level.
2. Based on U.S. Department of Labor statistics for Autumn
1980.
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TABLE 3-6
Boston Case Study Direct Impact Summary
ELEMENT EXPENDITURE($)
Airline payroll 225,359,532
Airline expenditures 98,640,140
Concessionaire payroll 26,898,996
Government payroll 30,288,476
Massport revenues(1) 44,795,147
Air freight payroll 19,764,386
Air freight expenditures 14,096,195
Car rental agency payroll 5,597,346
Car rental agency expenditures 23,855,705
Taxi revenue 11,481,928
MBTA transit fares 162,000
Mass. Turnpike Authority 3,680,000
Travel agent net revenue 39,550,000
EMPLOYMENT
Airline 8,430
Concessionaire 2,146
Government 1,183
Air freight 898
Car rental agencies 494
TOTAL 13,151
Notes
1. Revenues are exclusive of airline landing fees and car
rental commissions. The number also includes building
rental revenue which Would be considered a tenant
expenditure.
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4. 0 CHAPTER 4 INDUCED ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY
4.1 CATEGORY DEFINITION
Induced economic impact is defined as the additional rounds of eco-
nomic activity generated in response to the first rcund primary and
direct impact category activity. In other words, the employment and
expenditure resulting from the existence of and activity at an airport
creates a demand for additional employment and expenditure in other
industrial sectors. The most common way to calculate the induced
economic impact is through the use of an economic multiplier, which
quantifies the additional employment and expenditure resulting from
first round economic activity
This chapter gives a brief background in the study of economic base
theory and then explores the current methods available to calculate an
economic multiplier. In addition to economic base study, two other
conceptual approaches, location quotient and input/output, are also
available for multiplier analysis. Practical applications of economic
multiplier theory will be discussed in the context of five airport eco-
nomic impact studies.
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4.2 ECONOMIC BASE THEORY
The underlying concept of economic base theory is that the direction
of a regional economy is determined by the region's status as an
exporter to the rest of the world. Regional exports fall into two
broad categories. The first category is the physical outflow of goods
and services which leaves the region. The second category is the
purchase of goods and services, which are indigenous to the region,
by visitors to the region. This latter category is considered an
export even though the goods and services do not physically leave
the region because they are being consumed by non-residents. These
export industries provide an economic base for regional growth and
hence are considered the basic sector. 2 9
The employment and income growth generated in the basic sector is
thus a result of exogenous demand for local goods and services. Fur-
thermore, extensive economic activity is required to support the
existence of the basic sector activity. Employees of basic sector
industries and their families require the products of the agriculture,
housing and transportation industries and the basic industries them-
selves require locally produced raw materials as well as police, fire,
3 The economic base theory described here is derived from Bendavid,
Avrom, Regional Economic Analysis for Practitioners , (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1974), Chapter 8.
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utilities and a variety of other services. These supporting activities
are classified as the non-basic sector of the regional economy. In
theory,
Both sectors, then, are related to exogenous demand, the basic
sector directly and the non-basic sector indirectly, through the
basic sector. If exogenous demand for the exports of the
region increases, the basic sector expands. This, in turn,
generates an expansion in the supporting activities of the
non-basic sector.**
From this concept it then follows that there is a ratio between
employment and income in the basic sector versus the non-basic sec-
tor. For example, if one job in the basic sector creates a demand for
an additional two jobs in the non-basic sector, a ratio of 1:2 in job
generation is indicated. An equivalent way to state this ratio is in
terms of a base multiplier. Using the above example, since each new
basic sector job results in a total of three new jobs (one basic and two
non-basic), the base multiplier is three.
Two steps are necessary before an economic base study may be
undertaken. First, a unit or units of measurement must be chosen.
The most common units of measurement chosen are employment and
income because they are readily available in government statistics at
even the micro-regional level and the multipliers derived are easily
understood and useable in an economic impact study.
** Bendavid, p. 104.
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The second preliminary step to an economic base study is the identifi-
cation of basic and non-basic sectors of the economy. One method to
achieve this is a direct survey of industries with regards to their bas-
ic/non-basic distribution of employment and income. The survey
would have to identify local versus non-local purchases of raw materi-
als and the destination of finished goods. This method is not often
used because of the extensive time and resources required to develop
comprehensive data. The identification may also be done indirectly
using the "assumptions" approach in which assumptions are made as
to what general categories of economic activity are basic and
non-basic. This approach works reasonably well in small regional
economies with very few industries, but may be unsuccessful in com-
plex regional economies with a multi-industrial base. A derivative of
the assumptions approach to calculate the induced economic impact
was used in the airport economic impact study discussed below.
4.2.1 WALDO & EDWARDS
The research approach in this study for the induced category was a
two part process. The first step was to determine the ratio of
basic/non-basic activity in each primary and direct impact category
element using a derivation of the assumptions approach. With the
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basic sector determined the authors then applied employment and
income multipliers to determine induced impact.
The following are the consultants' basic/non-basic ratios for each
impact element they considered and the rationale for each:
1. AIR CARRIER Ninety four percent of the employment and payroll
was considered basic. The basis for this estimation was derived
from another estimation that six percent of all study airport air
carrier total passengers were boarded at LAX and ninety four
percent at all other stations. The underlying assumption is that
there is a direct relationship between the number of enplaned
passengers and the source of an airline's income flow. In other
words, the consultants are saying that, since 94% of the air carri-
ers income (enplaned passengers) is not LAX income, then 94% of
the economic activity at LAX in terms of income flow is a product
of out of area demand.
This approach is seriously flawed by the assumptions that income
flow is representative of basic/non-basic activity and that there
is a correlation between income flow and enplaned passengers.
The consultant, in effect, is applying the characteristics of the
entire network to the particular situation at one station. There is
no basis to assume that an airport's percentage of total enplaned
passengers is the same percentage as the income derived from the
airport study area because the enplaned passenger indice does
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not account for place of purchase of the ticket. Take for example
the case of the Las Vegas airport, where the proportion of
non-residents to total enplaned passengers is very high. Most of
these non-residents purchased a round trip ticket in their home
cities and are now using the return portion of that ticket. Thus,
the income from these tickets never passes through Las Vegas.
In the case of Las Vegas, the percentage of enplaned passengers
at this station with respect to the whole system will be much
higher than the percentage of income derived from that airport
service area.
The problem with the Waldo & Edwards approach stems from the
fact that income flow is not a good indication of the
basic/non-basic ratio and the enplaned passenger indice does not
accurately reflect income flow. However, given the authors' pro-
pensity to use income flow, a more reasonable method to determine
the basic/non-basic ratio is to estimate the percentage of total
study airport passengers who are area residents and purchased
their tickets locally. The income flow derived from these passen-
gers is then considered the non-basic portion of air carrier
income.
2. CONCESSIONAIRES AND GROUND TRANSPORTATION The per-
centage of the basic sector is assumed to be the same as the per-
centage of non-resident passengers. Since this method captures
the magnitude of exogenous demand it is a reasonable approach.
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3. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AVIATION SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
and the AIR VISITOR INDUSTRY All of these elements are con-
sidered 100% basic and rightfully so since the income which gen-
erates activity in these elements is exogenously originated.
4. TRAVEL AGENCIES These are considered 100% non-basic since
revenue is derived from local area demand.
After the consultants have determined the percentage of airport
related economic activity which is in the basic sector they then apply
economic multipliers to arrive at the induced employment, payroll and
expenditures. The induced estimates are then combined to the prima-
ry and direct impact totals to arrive at a grand total for the airport
economic impact. Schematically this is represented as:
(PRIMARY & DIRECT) & INDUCED = TOTAL iMPACT
where
INDUCED = the basic sector portion of the primary and direct
times an economic multiplier.
The totals derived from such a formula should be interpreted cau-
tiously since they represent both observed . and theoretical
employment, payroll and expenditures.
The authors do not explain the derivation of their economic multipliers
beyond the statement that they were used in other economic impact
studies. The multipliers used were
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e Employment - 2.5."
e Payroll - 3.0
e Airport tenant expenditures - 2.3
e Air visitor expenditures - 2.5
4.3 LOCATION QUOTIENT ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
Location quotient analysis is a methodology to determine the relative
industrial specialization of a region as compared to a reference area,
which is typically the state or the nation. This methodology is
founded in economic base theory and results in basic/non-basic sector
determination and economic multiplier estimation. At the heart of
location quotient analysis is the use of a ratio of ratios. The first
ratio is employment (or income) for an industry in the region versus
employment (or income) in that industry in the reference area. The
second ratio is the total regional employment versus the total refer-
ence area employment. The location quotient is the result of dividing
" An employment multiplier of 2.5 means (1) employee basic and (1.5)
employees non-basic. Some studies interpet this as a multiplier of
1.5.
2 Derived from Bendavid, p. 94. Income could have been used instead
of employment here.
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the first ratio by the second. The location quotient is represented by
the following formula:"42
X(r)
X(n)
----------- = Location Quotient (LQ)
Y(r)
Y(n)
where
X(r)=employrnent in industry X in region r.
X(n)=employment in industry X in reference area n.
Y(r)=total employment in region r.
Y(n)=total employment in reference area n.
To illustrate the location quotient method consider the fo!lowing sim-
ple example where:
Regional employment in the electronics industry
State employment in the electronics industry
Total regional employment
Total state employment
500
1,000
LQ = ------------- = 2
25,000
100,000
From the location quotient formula it can be seen that if
500
1,000
25,000
100,000
LQ IS GREATER THAN ONE: The region is an exporter in the study
industry vis a vis the reference area.
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LQ IS LESS THAN ONE: The region is an importer in the study
industry vis a vis the reference area.
LQ EQUALS ONE: The region neither exports or imports in the
study industry or the flows balance out vis a vis the reference
a rea.
Thus, by using the location quotient method, it is possible to deter-
mine which regional industries are basic (exporters) or non-basic
(importers or local market producers).
Location quotient analysis, although straightforward in theory, is
fraught with difficulties in practical use which may degrade the final
results. First, the choice of the most common units of measurement,
employment and income, may bias the results. Employment, as a unit
of measure, may not be sensitive enough to differences in productive
output due to differences in labor productivity. Income, as a unit of
measure, is subject to changes in wage and price levels and more
reflective of the standard of living than productive output. Despite
these drawbacks employment and income remain the only production
indices which have readily available statistics and are suited for use
in an economic impact study.
Other problems which arise in the use of location quotient analysis are
the assumption of homogeneity between the study region and the ref-
erence area and the problem of product mix. Product mix occurs if a
region exports in an industry in which it also imports and thus the
location quotient will underestimate the exports and thereby overesti-
mate the mu!tiplier.*3
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In spite of the conceptual and practical difficulties of location quo-
tient analysis, it does represent an easy method for determining the
basis of an economic multiplier. A discussion of the use of location
quotient analysis in two airport economic impact studies now follows.
4.3.1 SACRAMENTO AIRPORTS STUDY
An economic impact study of Sacramento's two airports was done in
1979 and used a combination of two techniques described here to cal-
culate the induced economic impact."' The basic/non-basic ratio for
the airport primary and direct econcmic activity was derived by the
direct survey method. Airport tenants were asked to identify both
total and local expenditures. By aggregating the responses, the
** For a further discussion of the use of location quotient analysis see
Isserman, Andrew M.; "The Location Quotient Approach to Estimating
Regional Economic Impacts"; Journal of American Institute of
Planners, January, 1977.
4* Redmond, Gary W., Economic Impact of Sacramento Metropolitan and
Executive Airports for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1978 Through June
30,1979, Masters Thesis, California State University at Sacramento,
November 1979.
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author was able to estimate a weighted average basic/non-basic ratio
by tenant type.
Economic multipliers were calculated for employment and income using
the location quotient method. The state of California served as the
reference area and the percentage of employment and income for 10
major industry classifications waq compared at the state and local
level. If the percentage of employment (income) for an industry
group was higher at the local leve! than the state then that industry
group was considered basic. If an industry group had a lower per-
centage locally vis a vis the state, it was non-basic or local. By
comparing the percentage differences of all 10 industries at the state
and local levei an aggregate percent basic and non-basic for
Sacramento is estimated. By dividing the total emp!oyment percentage
(100%) by the study area basic percentage, the income and employ-
ment multipliers were calculated to be 2.46 and 4.73 respectively.*"
These multipliers were then applied to the estimated basic sector air-
port economic activity to arrive at the induced impact.
The estimated economic multipliers and the resulting induced impact in
this study represent a gross approximation of the true induced
effect. The economic multipliers were developed using macro level
industrial classifications and applied to a very specific sector of the
economy. In addition to all the difficulties inherent in the use of
4S Redmond, Tables 1.1 and 1.2, pp. 8 and 9.
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location quotient analysis, the author compounds the problem by
applying aggregate level analysis to a local economic activity which
comprises only 5% of the total local area income and less than a half of
one percent of the total local area employment. There is no basis to
assume that this small proportion of the total local economic activity
will behave the same as the economy defined at the 10 major industries
level. The study results would have beern strengthened had the
author used a more detailed location quotient analysis which more
accurately captured the specific economic activities associated with
the airport.
4.3.2 LANDRUM & BROWN
This study used the assumptions approach to divide airport activity
into basic and non-basic sectors and location quotient analysis to
determine an economic multiplier. The consultant divided the airport
economic activity into basic and non-basic on the basis of the
resident/non -resident ratio of enplaned passengers. .Since seventy
percent of the enplaned passengers were not study area residents,
then seventy percent of the demand for airport services was assumed
" Landrum & Brown, p. B-15.
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to be exogenous to the region. Thus, on the basis of origin of
demand, 70/30 is the basic/non-basic ratio for airport activities.*'
In the absence of a detailed analys's of the economic characteristics of
the airport activities this approach provides a reasonable estimation.
This approach, however, does not capture the unique qualities of
individual tenant types which may exist to exclusively service either
basic or non-basic demand.
Using location quotient analysis the authors calculate economic multi-
pliers of 3.0 for employment and 2.6 for payroll and expenditures. 47
The source for determining these multipliers was the U.S. Department
of Commerce publication, County Business Patterns. No discussion
was included on the reference area chosen or the level of detail of the
analysis.
4.4 INPUT OUTPUT ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
Input output analysis is a sophisticated econometric technique used to
describe inter-industrial re!ationships and is also the most advanced
method to date for calculating economic multipliers. At the heart of
'1 Landrum and Brown, IBID.
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input output ana!ysis is the concept that an increase in the pro-
duction output in one industry causes a demand for production output
in other industries. The relationships between industries can be
quantified and the equations describing all inter-industrial relation-
ships may be presented in matrix form. By using a matrix, the
impact of a change in one industry can be calculated in all other
industries. Typical input output analyses have on the order of 500
industrial classifications, which equates to the four digit level using
the Standard Industry Classification code
The impact on the entire industrial base of an increase in the pro-
duction of one industry is an iterative process. For example, consid-
er the simplified case where the manufacturing industries increase
production. This production increase results in demand for output in
agriculture, construction, retail and employment. The demand for
output in these other industries creates a need for more input and
another round of economic activity is initiated. This process goes on
through subsequently less intense rounds of economic activity until
the entire effect of the increased manufacturing production is realized
in the economy. If the sum total effect of all the rounds of economic
activity in agriculture, for instance, is summed and divided by the
** If a 10 unit increase in manufacturing created a demand for a 15 unit
increase in agriculture through all rounds of activity then the multi-
plier would be 2.5.
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original manufacturing input than an economic multiplier of agricul-
ture with respect to manufacturing is determined.*
The iterative process is not infinite however due to a "leakage"
effect."' The leakage effect is the result of purchases of output out-
side of the study region, which will not generate outputs in the
regional industries. The greater the amount of leakage, the smaller
the induced impact in the study region will be. In order to determine
the extent of leakage, a regional purchase coefficient must be deter-
mined. A regional purchase coefficient is "the proportion of a good
or service used to fulfill intermediate and/or final demands in a region
that is supplied by the region itself rather than being imported."'* A
simple method to calculate this coefficient is through the use of
location quotient analysis, although more sophisticated techniques are
now available.
Due to the extensive amount of detail required to construct input out-
put tables and the large scale computers required to do the multiple
iterations of such a complex matrix, the use of input output analysis
** The term leakage and its definition was provided to me by Benjamin
H. Stevens of the Regional Science Research Institute.
so Stevens, Benjamin H. et al, On the Estimation of Regional Purchase
Coefficients, Export Employment, and Elasticities of Response for
Regional Economic Models, Regional Science Research Institute, Dis-
cussion Paper Series: No. 1114, December 1979.
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in airport economic impact studies has been minimal. Furthermore,
because the required statistics are normally only available down to the
county level, input output analysis is normally done on .a national,
state or major metropolitan city level. If the airport study area does
not match an existing input output analysis region or no input output
tables exist for the area, then a significant amount of work is
involved in altering the existing analysis or creating a new one.
In those airport study areas where input output tables are available,
the process of computing the economic multiplier is straightforward.
First, the inputs of employment, goods and services in the primary
and direct impact categories which have a local origin must be identi-
fied. Employment and expenditure multipliers on an industry classi-
fication basis are then applied to these figures to arrive at the
induced impact.
The U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Ana!ysis
(BEA) has developed the Regional Industrial Multiplier System (RIMS)
for selected regions and cities in the country. Other specialized
input output tables are normally derivations of a national BEA model.
The Regional Science Research Institute in Amherst Massachusetts has
been active in improving the performance of current input output
tables and developing methodologies for more accurate analyses which
have greater versatility in the choice and size of the study region.
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4.4.1 ECONOMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
The consultants in this study used the Los Angeles RIMS model to
calculate the induced economic impact of the airport. The gross
revenues or expenditures in the direct impact category elements were
analyzed using the RIMS model to determine the percentage of value
added or basic. All elements in the direct category with the excep-
tion of government services, ADAP funds and fuel expenditures had a
value added percentage of 69%. The fuel, as discussed in 3.2.1.3.,
had a value added percentage of 12% and the government services and
ADAP funds were 100%, reflecting their exogenous origin. In the cat-
egory of primary impact, the authors developed, with the aid of the
RIMS model, a composite value added coefficient for estimating the
induced impact for air cargo and area resident air travel elements.
The economic multipliers used to calculate the induced econom;c impact
ranged from a low of 2.7 for government services and area resident
air travel to a high of 3.7 for air visitor expenditures. Induced
employment and payroll was calculated using area-wide earnings to
output and earnings per employee ratios.
This study did not develop the level of detail or accuracy which is
available through the RIMS model. By aggregating industry classi-
fications and the survey derived expenditure inputs, the economic
multipliers are not as fine tuned as they could be. The authors went
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to the trouble of gathering expenditure information at a very detailed
level (see the ERA survey forms in Appendix A) and then chose not
to use this same level of detail in their analysis of the induced
impacts. Nonetheless, this study is the only recent airport economic
impact study in which the more sophisticated input output analysis
technique is used.
4.4.2 REGIONAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
The authors cf this study conducted an input output analysis of the
direct and induced impacts of the New York airports in 1971."1 The
airport tenants were divided into major groupings according to their
operating and economic characteristics and the regional purchases by
type of purchase by tenant grouping were identified. An input out-
put table developed for Philadelphia and adapted to New York was
then used to develop induced regional purchase impact information at
the two digit SIC level. This study was more an attdmpt to show what
could be done with input output analysis in airport economic impact
s Economic Value of Port Authority Airports to the New York-New
Jersey Metropolitan Region: A Preliminary Analysis, (Philadelphia:
Regional Science Research !nstitute), 1972.
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studies rather than a comprehensive airport economic impact study.
In addition, the techniques used in this 1971 study have since under-
gone considerable refinement.
4.5 SUMMARY
The methodologies For estimating the induced economic impact and
their applications in several airport economic impact studies have been
presented in this chapter. The economic base and location quotient
methods, although easy to use with readily available data, are fraught
with theoretical difficulties which cast doubt on the results derived in
using them. Input output analysis, which is a more sophisticated and
accurate technique, requires a complex data set which is not always
available for an airport study area. Further theoretical and practical
development in input output analysis and its more commonplace
acceptance should foster its more extensive use in future airport eco-
nomic impact studies.
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5.0 CHAPTER 5 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Up to this point the purpose of this thesis has been to delineate and
analyze the development of airport economic impact studies. Different
methodologies for completing a study, including the author's own
Boston case study, have been critically appraised. This chapter will
deal with some practical suggestions in preparing an airport economic
impact study and directions for future research. The organization of
the chapter is within the framework of the three economic impact cat-
egories discussed.
5.2 PRIMARY ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY
All the airport economic impact studies reviewed, as well as the
Boston case study, have only partially succeeded in defining the total
primary economic impact of an airport. The fundamental purpose for
an airport is to provide a region with passenger and cargo services.
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The demand for these services arises from a multitude of sources and
for a variety of reasons: a hospital requires an emergency airlift of a
rare blood type; a university is sponsoring a conference and the out
of town attendees arrive by air; a construction engineer must make a
trip to a distant field site; a law firm must have an important contract
delivered to a distant city in a few hours. The list of reasons why
airport services are required is endless and so the task of quantify-
ing the benefits which results from these services is quite complex.
In addition to the general complexity of demand, the situation at each
airport is unique. Las Vegas Airport primarily exists to service the
demand of non-residents who come to Las Vegas for gambling and
entertainment. The bulk of Atlanta International Airport passengers
are connecting to other flights and never leave the airport grounds.
Thus, the first step in calculating the primary impact must be to
define the major demand sources for airport services. Once these
sources have been identified the task of quantifying regional benefits
can be tailored to the characteristics of the demand.
The most common sources of demand are regional air visitors, area
business air travel and air cargo shipments. Quantifying the air visi-
tor impact has been shown to be straightforward given the proper
data. The Economics Research Associates study is the first attempt
to delineate the impact of the airport passenger services on area
businesses. Further research is required to understand and define
the importance of air travel as a business tool. Business air travel
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demand should be considered with respect to a firm's alternative
choices should airport services not be available (.ie choose an alter-
native transportation mode, move the business out of the region, or
cease operations). If an understanding is gained of how important
airport services are in the business firm's locational decision or why
air transportation is used, it may then be possible to establish a
relationship between the amount of business travel and gross reven-
ues, employment and payroll. The study of air travel demand should
be oriented so as to capture the unique characteristics of differant
classes of business activity as well as such fields as education, medi-
cine and gover-Tient.
The estimation of the air cargo impact received attention in the Eco-
nomics Research Associates and Boston case studies. The ERA work
developed payroll and employment estimations based on tenuous and
untested assumptions, while the Boston case study defined only the
economic magnitude of air cargo shipments. Further primary research
is required to define the major users of air cargo, the role air cargo
plays in the entire industrial process, and the shipper's modal choice
decision making process. Any assessment of the air cargo shipment
impact must be done with regard to alternative transportation modes.
For example, air freight may provide a cost advantage, a time advan-
tage or be the only mode suitable for a particular type of shipment.
By gaining a basic understanding of the reasons for using air cargo
services it may then be possible to quantify the economic benefit to
the users.
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5.3 DIRECT IMPACT CATEGORY
If the information on payroll, employment, revenues and expenditures
for all airport activities was available, then the calculation of the air-
port's direct regional impact would be a simple task. The problem
arises in obtaining the primary data and making estimations in the
areas where informraion is not available.
From the outset of an airport economic impact study it is essential to
have the complete cooperation of the airport authority. Since the air-
port authority manages the operation of the airport, it is normally the
best source of information on traffic statistics, identification of ten-
ants, leasing arrangements and previously completed studies.
After enlisting the aid of the airport authority it is then necessary to
accurately identify all direct activity associated with the airport. A
major metropolitan airport is likely to have a hundred or more tenants
of various sizes and operating characteristics. In order to provide a
homogenous base for the estimation of non-respondents, the tenants
should be grouped into categories as specifically as possible. If a
survey of airport tenants is to be done, it should ideally include, as a
minimum, questions on
* Nature of business
* Total gross revenues, expenditures, employment and payroll.
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e Geographical distribution of employment and payro!l
- Expenditures by type and place of purchase. Type of purchase
information should equate to the two digit SIC level for
non-airline tenants and CAB Form 41 expenditure classifications
for air carriers. Place of purchase information should identify
those purchases made within the specified airport study area.
* Average annual capital improvement expenditure.
+ All state and local taxes.
Since it is virtually impossible to achieve a 100% response rate on any
survey, let alone the one described above, it is clear that some esti-
mation to arrive at aggregate figures will be required. For an esti-
mation to be meaningful it should be based on relationships which are
specifically oriented to the tenant type. It would be incorrect to use
an average salary of the air carriers to estimate the freight forwarder
tenants payroll or the advertising expenditure per car rental employ-
ee to estimate a restaurant's advertising budget. Through the
common sense application of estimation techniques the gaps in primary
data may be filled and the direct economic impact accurately
described.
5.4 INDUCED ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORY
The calculation of the induced economic impact in airport studies has
been tied to developments in the field of multiplier economics. The
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economic base and location quotient methods have been frequently
used because they are easily understood by non-economists and can
be completed with readily available government statistics. However,
because these two methods are based on an examination at the aggre-
gate level of industrial activity and require many tenuous
assumptions, the results can only be considered a crude approxi-
mation of the true induced impact.
Input output analysis involves a much more thorough study of
regional inter- industrial relationships and consequently yields a more
accurate methodology for determining induced effects. The use of
this technique in airport economic impact studies ha<: been limited
because of the extensive data requirements and the limited availability
of regional input output tables. A significant amount of research is
currently underway in the government and private sector to refine
input output analysis and increase the availability and flexibility of
regional tables.
In many ways a major airport is a microcosm within the larger regional
economy. There is economic interaction within the elements of the
airport, such as an airline's dependence on aviation service firms, as
well as interaction between the entire airport and the regional econo-
my. An area for further research should be to study the unique
problems associated with the use of input output analysis in airport
economic impact studies. A set of guidelines could be proposed which
provide a practical working tool for preparing an airport economic
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impact and ensure uniformity in methodology as an aid in comparing
the results of different studies.
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6.0 CHAPT ER 6 SUMMARY
This thesis is intended to serve as both a culminating and a starting
point in the study of the relationship between an airport and the
regional economy. It is culmination because it presents a comprehen-
sive, critical evaluation of airport economic impact studies to date, as
well as the author's own case study. The economic benefits have
been defined within the three categories of primary, direct, and
induced impacts.
The primary impact, which results from the use of airport services,
has been shown to be the most complex part of the airport/community
relationship to define. To date only a few major aspects of this
impact category, namely air cargo useage, resident air travel, bank
funds flow and air visitors, have been quantified.
On the other hand, the assessment of the direct expenditure,
employrnent and payroll has been considerably easier to deal with.
The stumbling blocks for calculating the direct impact category are
the complete identification of all direct economic activity, acquisition
of a significant amount of accurate primary data and reasonable esti-
nation techniques.
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Finally, the most common techniques used to estimate the induced
economic impact have been discussed and critiqued. This impact cat-
egory is an attempt to identify the magnitude of the economic activity
which is induced by primary and direct category activity. Economic
base theory, location quotient analysis and input output analysis pro-
vide the means to calculate a multiplier for payroll, employment and
expenditures in the primary and direct categories. The induced
impact category, much more than the other two categories, is a the-
oretical estimation of a level of economic activity which should occur
as opposed to economic activity which can actually be observed. The
induced impact in many studies is oftentimes combined with the known
economic benefits in order to provide an impressive total airport eco-
nomic impact figure.
This thesis is a starting point because it provides a base on which to
launch further research efforts. Several alternatives for the
directions this research could take and some practical suggestions
were presented in Chapter 5.
The costs of an airport to a community, in terms of land use and the
enviroment, will continue to receive considerable attention in the
future. An airport economic impact study represents a means to bal-
ance these costs by evaluating the airport's important role in the
regional economy and as such should serve as an important tool in the
airport develcpment decision making process.
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FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION LABORATORY
NON-AIRLINE TENANT SURVEY
The Flight Transportation Laboratory at M.I.T. in conjunction with the
Boston Aviation Council is conducting this survey to develop information con-
cerning aviation's economic impact upon the Boston metropolitan area. An im-
portant aspect of this analysis is the determination of the employment of the
tenants on the airport property. Each job and payroll dollar at the airport
creates a. demand for additional employrent and income for the community as a
whole. The questions listed belov are being asked of all airport tenants.
Please keep in mind that all information provided will be kept in the strictest
confidence and only airport wide totals will be published. Your cooperation in
supplying this information will be greatly appreciatea so please take a few
minutes to complete this form. Any questions please contact Steve Fortune,
Massachusettr Institute of Technology, 253-6309 or Kevin Kiley., General Manager,
Boston Aviation Council, 567-0358.
1. a. Please give data for calendar or fiscal year 1980. If fiscal
year, indicate closing date of fiscal year._-
b. If 1980 data is not used iidicate what year was used and- if
this data is representative of current operations.
2. How many employees does your business or agency have at the airport?
3. What is your total payroll at the airport? $ Annual
4. What were your expenditures for goods and services (exclusive of
payroll)? $ Annual.
5. If possible please identiLfy your expenditures for goods and
services purchased in the Boston area (exclusive of-payroll)? $ Annual.
East Boston $ Chelsea $
South Boston $ Revere $
6. how much did your firm spend for capital improvements to plant,
property and equipment last year? $ Annual.
NAIE OF FIRM:_-
Form Completed by_
Date
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FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION LABORATORY
AIR FREIGHT SURVEY
The Flight Transportation Laboratory at M.I.T. in conjunction with the Boston
Aviation Council is conducting this survey to develop information concerning
aviation's economic impact upon the Boston metropolitan area. An important
aspect of this analysis is the determination of the indirect benefits to the
users of Logan Airport facilities. The movement of goods through Logan Air-
port, both inbound and outbound, constitutes a significant portion of this
indirect e.onomic benefit. In order to quantitatively identify the economic
benefit of the Logan International Airport facility to the Passenger Traffic
Association members we gould like to ask the following questions. Please keep
in mind that all information requested is regarded in the strictest confidence
and only industry totals will be published.
1. a. Please give data for calendar or fiscal year 1980. If fiscal
year, indicate closing date of fiscal year.
b. If 1980 data is not used indicate what year was used and if
this data is representative of current operations.
c. If your firm has more that one location in the Boston area
indicate whether data is for all locations. (Data for all cperations in the
Boston area is preferable).
2. What is the major product or service of your company?
3. What are the gross revenues or sales of your company? $
4. What is the annual payroll for your company? $
5. Total number of employees for ycur company?
6. How much freight does your firm handle to points outside the
Boston area? (Annual data in pounds). Inbound Outbound
7. What percentage of the freight in question 6 travels through the
Logan Airport facility? Inbound ___ % Outbound_%.
8. What is the total dollar value of freight moved through the Logan
Airport facility? Inbound $_Outbound $_.
9 Please estimate how many employees are directly involved with the
inbound and outbound freight moved through the Logan Airport facility. in
other words, if the shipments which travelled through Logan stopped, how many
employees would be affected? .-
10. Does your firm deal directly with:
a. an airline %
b. an air freight forwarder %
c. other %
lf there is a split between the above methods please indicate that
split in terms of percentage by each method.
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Air Freight Survey
Page 11
11.
provided by
How would you classify your company's dependence on the services
Logan Airport facility? (circle one)
a. essential to company operations.
b.. dependent but could use other tronsportation modes with some
loss of efficiency.
c. dependent but could use other transportation modes with no
loss of efficiency.
d. not essential to company operations.
NAME OF FIRM
Completed by
Date
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FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION4 LABORATORY
PASSENGER TRAFFIC SURVEY
The Flight Transportation Laboratory at M.I.T. in conjunction with the Boston
Aviation Council is conducting this survey to develop information concerning
aviation's economic impact upon the Boston metropolitan area. An important
aspect of this analysis is the determination of the indirect benefits to the
users of Logan Airport facilities. The availibility of scheduled air service
for business travel constitutes a significant portion of this indirect economic
benefit. In order to quantitatively identify the economic advantage of the
Logan Airport facility to a cross section of firms in the Boston area we would
like to ask the following questions. Please keep in mind that all information
provided is regarded in the strictest confidence and only industry totals will
be published.
1. a. Please give data for calendar or fiscal year 1980. If fiscal
year, indicate closing date of fiscal year.
b. If 1930 data is not used indicate what year was used and if
this data is representative of current operations.
c. If your firm has more than one location in the Boston area
indicate whether data is for all locations. (Data for all operations in the
Boston- area is preferabla).
2. What is the major product cr service of your company?_
3. What are the gross revenues .or sales for your company? $
4. What is the annual payroll for your conpany? $
5. Please estimate the annual number of trips to points outside the
Boston area by company personnel by all transportation modes.
6. Please estimate the annual number of trips to points outside the
Boston area by company personnel using the Logan Airport facility.
7. If your company has locations outside the Boston area please estimate
the number of inbound trips from these locations using:
all transportation modes the Logan Airport facility_
8. In termis of business travel, how would you classify your company's
dependence on the services provided by the Logan Airport facility. (circle one)
a. Essential to company operations.
b. Dependent but could.use other transportation modes with some loss
of efficiency.
c. Dependent but could use other transportation modes with no loss
of efficiency.
d. Not essential to company operations.
Name of Firm:
Form completed by
Date
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Economics Research Associates CONFIDENTIAL
10960 Wilshire Blvd. INFORMATION
Los Angeles. California 90024
Phone: 477-9565
LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY
Please provide the following information for the most recent fiscal .rear relatire to
Los Angeles Intrnational Airport and Ontario Airport if applicable.
1. Fiscal Year- Beginning: Ending:
2. Company Name:
Address:
LAX ONT
3. Total Annual Expenditures in Local Area:.
4. Total Annual Payroll iexclusive of benefits) in Local Area:
5. Number of Employees:
6. Number of Annual Hotel Room-Nights Generated by Layovers:
Flight Crew s:
Unscheduled Passeneers:
Other Airline Personnel:
7. Percent Distribution of Total Revenues Generated Associated With:
Passenger Movement
Cargo Movement
Total 100% 100'%
8. Please indicate number of employees by type of airline activity:
Full Time Part Time
LAX ONT LAX O\T
Administration
Sales and Marketing
Flight Kitchen
Commissary
Ticket Office
Freight
Maintenance
Membership Courtesy Lounge
In Flight
Pilots, Co-Pilots, and Navigators
Cabin Attendants
Passenger Service
Ramp Operations
Reservations
Sky Caps
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9. Expenditures for the following items:
CAB
Account No. Description
21 General Management Personnel
23 Pilots and Co-Pilots
24 Other Flight Personnel
25 Maintenance Labor
26 Aircraft and Traffic Handling Personnel
28 Trainees. Instructors, and Unallocated Shop Personnel
30 Communications Personne!
31 Recordkeeping and Statistical Personnel
32 Lawyers and Law Clerks
33 Traffic Solicitors
34 Purchasing Personnel
35 Other Personnel
36 Personnel Expenses
37 Communications Purchased
38 Light. Heat. Power, and Water
39 Traffic Commissions
40 Legal Fees and Expenses
41 Professional and Technical Fees
42 General Services Purchased -Associated Companies
43 General Services Purchased Outside
44 Landine Fees
45 Aircraft Fuels and Oils
46 Maintenance Materials
47 Rentals
49 Shop and Service Supplies
50 Stationery. Printing, and Office Supplies
51 Passenger Food Expense
53 Other Supplies
55 Insurance-General
56 Insurance-Traffic Liability
57 Employee Benefits and Pensions
58 Injuries, Loss and Damage
60 Advertising
62 Other Promotional and Publicity Expenses
63 Interrupted Trip Expenses
64 Memberships
65 Corporate and Fiscal Expenses
67 Clearance, Customs and Duty
68 Taxes-Payroll
69 Taxes-Other than Payroll
71 Other Expenses
72 Aircraft Overhauls
75 Depreciation
77 Uncleared Expense Credit-
78 Direct Maintenance-Flight Equipment
79 Applied Burden Dr/Cr
Annual Amount
LAX ONT
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If available. please provide the samc employee data by employee's residence zip code number.
For example:
Zip Code Number
90024
902~4
Total Number of Employees
Residing in this
Zip Code Area
100
15
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
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CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION
Economics Rcsearch Associates
10960 Wilshire Bhd.
Los Angeles. California 90024
Phone: 477-9585
LOS ANGELES
DEPARTM1ENT OF AIRPORTS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY
FIXED B ASE OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Please provide the following information for the most recent fiscal year relative to
Los . ngeles internarional. Ontario. and Van Nuvs A irport if applicable
Fiscal Year: Beginning:
Company Name:
Address:
Fnding:__
LAX
Gross Receipts or Sales: 1
Total \\ ages. Salaries. and Employ ee Benefits:
Distribution of Re\enues by Source:
Sales Commissions
Product Sales
Maintenance and Rerair
Avionics
Flight Schcol
Line
Other
Total
ONT
Ir
I00'- 100. 100'-
6. Distribution of Expenditures by Type:
Payroll (including benefits)
Subcontractors or Subtenants
Rent
Fuel
Other Services and Supplies
Total
7. Please Indicate Number of Employees
Administration
Sales
Flight School
i intenance
Avionics
Other (specify)
Total
C-.
I 00
by Type of Activity:
Full Time
LAX ONT VNYS
100'
Part Time
L-AN ONT
Fxc!uding aircraft sales, but includng comnissionm resulting from such sales.
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Economics Research Associates CONFIDENTIAL
10960 Wilshire B% d. INFORMATION
Los Aneles. California 90024
Phone: 477-9585
LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
ECONOMIIC f IMPACT STUDY
AIRPORT SERV ICES QUESTIONNAIRE
Please pro ride the folloit ing infornation for :he !nost recent fical year reladire to
Los Angelcs International Airport and Ontario Airport if apphcable.
1. Fiscal Year: Beginning: Ending:
2. Company Name:
Address:
LAX ONT
3. Gross Annual Receipts or Sales Less Returns/Allowances in Local Area:
4. Total Annual Wages, Salaries (exc!uding benefits):
5. Employee Benefits in Terms of Percent of Annual Payroll: - "
6. Estimate the percentage of your total services or goods which is
related to airport facilities
7. Number of Ernployees - Full Time
- Part Time
8. One means of measuring the importance of the aviation facilities to you is to ask how your business
would be affected if these facilities did not exist. Check one:
a. No effect b. Some disadvantage, but would not impact our operation
c. Our operations would have to be reduced Percentage Reduction
d. We would hav- to cease operations here , or we certainly would not have located
here without the airport
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